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Waarom de 
wereld reizen 
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Reizen is een van de grootste industrieën ter wereld. In 
sommige landen is dit voor maar liefst 20% van de bevolking 
de bron van inkomsten. Maar we weten allemaal dat toerisme 
een grote ecologische voetafdruk achterlaat. 

Kleinschalig
Hoe kunnen we deze impact op het milieu minimaliseren? Door 
bewuste keuzes te maken. Door bijvoorbeeld te verblijven in 
kleinschalige accommodaties die zich inzetten om de natuur 
te onderhouden en bezoekers kennis laten maken met hun 
cultuur en erfgoed. 

CO2 uitstoot
Open haardvuur zorgt voor 5% van de CO2 uitstoot wereldwijd. 
Drie miljard mensen bereiden hun warme maaltijd nog 
altijd op open vuur. Brandhout hiervoor is duur en zorgt voor 
ontbossing. Bovendien sterven jaarlijks vier miljoen mensen 
aan een longziekte vanwege de roet en rook die bij het koken 
vrijkomt. TravelEssence investeert daarom in duurzame, 
schone kookovens voor mensen in ontwikkelingslanden.

Vliegtaks
Vliegen veroorzaakt 2,5% van de CO2 uitstoot wereldwijd. Het 
verduurzamen van reizen is daarom essentieel. In plaats van 
vliegtaks is ons voorstel om elke vlucht te compenseren met 
schone kookovens in ontwikkelingslanden. 

Positieve impact
Maar er is veel meer wat we bij TravelEssence aan duurzaam-
heid doen. We zijn toegewijd om een positief effect op het milieu 
en de samenleving te hebben. Ons doel: de beste vakanties 
naar Australië en Nieuw-Zeeland, met de grootst mogelijke 
positieve impact. 

Onze lokale kennis maakt het verschil
Klanten waarderen ons met een: 9.3   
www.travelessence.nl  |  030 272 5335

DUURZAAM REIZEN

Al meer dan tien jaar plant 
TravelEssence bomen in het 
Te Urewera regenwoud in 
Nieuw-Zeeland. Samen met 
deze Maori vrouwen. Zo wordt 
CO2 gecompenseerd en blijft 
het regenwoud bestaan.
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- MANTELZORG - STATUSHOUDERS
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2
Else van der Feer Ladèr-Lohmann
(Bielefeld 1897 - Baarn 1984)
Gössweinstein, Oberfranken
Indistinctly signed with inititials and dated lower right
Oil on canvas, 63.1 x 73 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel G.J. Scherpel, Bussum
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 3.000

1
Reimond Kimpe
(Gent 1885 - Middelburg 1970)
Farmer from Zuid-Beveland
Signed and dated 38 lower left
Oil on canvas, 65.9 x 53.5 cm
Provenance:
Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen
Note:
Although Raymundus (Reimond) Josephus Petrus Kimpe 
graduated as a civil engineer from the University of Ghent, 
he eventually became a self-taught painter. During World 
War I Kimpe was a fierce Flemish Nationalist. After the war 
he emigrated to the Netherlands and was sentenced to death 
in Flanders. In 1920 he settled in Middelburg, where he soon 
gained a dominant place in the Zeeland art scene. Ships and 
harbours, landscape and people of Walcheren became his 
subjects; Westkapelle in particular inspired him. In line with 
Flemish painters such as Permeke and Gustaaf de Smet, Kimpe 
painted in a brown Expressionist style - of which Farmer from 
Zuid-Beveland is a relevant example. In 1940 his studio, as well 
as a large part of his work, was lost in the fire of Middelburg. 
After World War II, his painting style became more stylised 
and abstract: his men and women, houses and ships became 
stereotypical, depicted in shrill colours. Kimpe’s prestige in 
Zeeland was tremendous; having a work by Kimpe at home 
was a ‘must’ for every art lover.
€ 6.000 - 8.000 

1

2
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Jannes de Vries
(Meppel 1901 - Groningen 1986)
Graanmarkt Kaïrouan, Tunesia (Cereal Market Kaïrouan,
Tunesia)
Signed and dated 73 lower left
Signed, titled and dated 1973 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 90.2 x 110.3 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
€ 800 - 1.200 

5
Geer van Velde
(Lisse 1898 - Cachan 1977)
Dansers (Dancers) (c. 1928) 
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 100.6 x 81.6 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
Exhibited:
Museum Belvédère, Heerenveen, Bram en Geer van Velde, 14 
November 2010 - 13 February 2011
€ 7.000 - 9.000 

3
Jannes de Vries
(Meppel 1901 - Groningen 1986)
Moses 
Signed and dated ‘81 lower left
Oil on canvas, 90 x 70.1 cm 
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
€ 800 - 1.200

3

4

5
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8
Albert Klijn
(Amsterdam 1895 - 1980)
Keukenhoek met Koolrabie (Kitchen Corner with Kohlrabi)
Signed and dated ‘41 lower right
Signed, titled and dated ‘41 on the reverse
Numbered KLIJ 10.3 on a label on the reverse
Oil on panel, 49.6 x 56.4 cm
Provenance:
- Studio 2000 Art Gallery, Blaricum
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 600 - 1.000 

9
Kees Bol
(Oegstgeest 1916 - Heusden 2009)
‘Klaprozenveld in Rouveret’ (Poppy field in Rouveret)
Signed and dated ‘95 lower left
Signed, titled and dated ‘95 on the reverse
Oil on board, 60 x 79.8 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

7
Frans Everbag
(Amsterdam 1877 - 1947)
Still Life with Pewter, Loaf and Eggs
Signed and dated 43 lower right
Oil on canvas, 60.5 x 70.5 cm
Provenance:
Collection H.A. Versteeg-Everbag (daughter of the artist), 
thence by descent to the present owner
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

6
Wilhelm Krieger
(Nordeney 1877 - Herrsching 1945)
Falke (Falcon) (c. 1920)
Signed on the foot
Bronze on marble base, H. 21.8 cm
€ 4.000 - 6.000

10
Kees Verwey
(Amsterdam 1900 - Haarlem 1995)
Bouquet in Glas op Tinnen Bord (Bouquet in Glass on Tin 
Plate)
Signed lower left 
Indistinctly dated ‘71 lower right
Watercolour on paper, 38.1 x 41.2 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel M.L. de Boer, Amsterdam (April - May 1975) 
(inv. no. 11458)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

6

7

9
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Charlotte van
 Pallandt 

          1898 – 1997

Most people will know Charlotte van Pallandt - officially 
Baroness van Pallandt - as a sculptor. After all, she is 
considered one of the most important sculptors of the 
twentieth century. In 1992 Charlotte received the Oeuvre 
Prize of the Stichting Fonds voor Beeldende Kunsten, 
Vormgeving en Bouwkunst (Foundation for the Visual 
Arts, Design and Architecture). However, few people 
know that Charlotte van Pallandt started her career in 
the 1920s as a painter and draftsman. 

The life stories of quite a few female artists start in a 
similar manner; it concerns mostly daughters of wealthy 
families, who enjoyed a carefree upbringing while being 
raised by governesses. This relates also to the life of little 
Baroness Van Pallandt, who grew up on a beautiful estate 
and resided in noble circles. Within this aristocratic and 
affluent environment admiring, studying, and discussing 
the arts were common activities. Nonetheless, the idea 
of a daughter who practiced sculpting as a true vocation 
was less cherished - earning money with art was not 
exactly common.  

“How I came up with the idea of becoming a sculptor? 
I always knew. I even spoke about it openly; though, I 
have never spend time on it during my youth. During 
my years at boarding school I have read the book The 
Scarlett Pimpernel, one of the characters was a young 
lady who went to study sculpture in the Quartier 
Latin in Paris. I wanted exactly the same.” Things 
turned out differently for Van Pallandt, who excelled in 
playing the piano - in her circles a much more obvious 
occupation than sculpting. Without making a definitive 
artistic choice, Van Pallandt got married and moved to 
Switzerland, where she developed her love for drawing 
at the academy of Lausanne.

The financial circumstances of her family changed 
drastically: in a short period of time their wealth went 
almost up in smoke and after a failed marriage Van 
Pallandt was able to follow her heart’s desire and left 

for Paris. Regardless Van Pallandt’s somewhat destitute 
stage (there was hardly any money left for her studies), 
she took lessons with French Cubist painter André Lhote 
(1885-1962). From 1928 onwards, on the advice of a 
Russian painter, she took up sculpting as her main form 
of expression. Van Pallandt won the second prize at the 
Paris Exposition of 1937 for a portrait of her nephew 
Serge. During the dawn of the World War II she moved 
back north and settled in Amsterdam in 1941 where she 
met the sculptors Piet Esser, Paul Grégoire, Cor Hund 
and Fred Carasso. Like them, she was a member of Arti 
et Amicitiae, and the NKVB (Dutch circle of sculptors). 
Through Carasso she met Truus Trompert, a nude model 
that served to inspire a series of ‘Truus-beeldjes’.

The statue of Queen Wilhelmina, made on behalf of 
the Municipality of Rotterdam, became the artist’s most 
acclaimed work. From 1968 onwards, the three metres 
high plaster that served as a model for the statue came 
into possession of Dirk Hannema (1895-1984), art 
collector and founder of the later museum Hannema – 
de Stuers Fundatie. 

“Thanks to Hannema’s efforts, a bronze version of the 
large plaster statue of Wilhelmina could be cast in 1984 
when a national monument was placed in The Hague.” 
Hannema managed to acquire a second copy for the 
garden of Kasteel het Nijenhuis (The Nijenhuis Castle), 
where a significant part from the artist’s estate – including 
drawings and sketchbooks - eventually ended up. In 
addition, Charlotte van Pallandt’s work can be admired 
in the Centraal Museum (Utrecht), Het Kunstmuseum 
Den Haag (The Hague), Kröller-Müller Museum (Otterlo) 
and the Rijksdienst Beeldende Kunst. The ‘Charlotte van 
Pallandtprijs’ is a prize for promising young sculptors, 
awarded once every two years. 

© Renée Smithuis, “Charlotte van Pallandt”, from Vrouwen 

aan bod: spannende vrouwen uit de jaren twintig, Uitgever 

Museum Kranenburgh, Bergen, 2008, p. 42

Looking for a Sleek and Sober Design

by Renée Smithuis
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Charlotte van Pallandt
(Arnhem 1898 - Noordwijk 1997)
Femie Leunend op Elleboog (Femie Leaning on Elbow) (1929)
Signed and with foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery on the back
Bronze, H. 52 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel Peter Pappot, Amsterdam
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
L. Tegenbosch & M. Koekkoek, Charlotte van Pallandt: Beelden 
en Tekeningen, W-books, Zwolle, 1994, p. 97, no. 5 (ill.)
€ 15.000 - 20.000 

Note:
The human figure is central to her oeuvre, which has a wide 
variety of styles that she practiced during her working period 
of almost 70 years. The sculpture Femie (1929) is actually a 
study and shows the influences of the French sculptor André 
Lhote (1885-1965), with whom Van Pallandt studied in Paris. 
Initially, Van Pallandt had portrayed her model very faithfully 
and realistically, but she was dissatisfied with the result and 
turned to the Cubist imagery that Lhote had taught her. 
A comparable work is part of the collection of Museum 
Voorlinden, Wassenaar.
€ 15.000 - 20.000 

11
Charlotte van Pallandt
(Arnhem 1898 - Noordwijk 1997)
Femie (1929)
Signed with monogram and with foundry mark Binder 
Bronsgietery and with inscription ‘29-NR 7-’98 on the back of 
the foot
Bronze, H. 45.5 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel Lambert Tegenbosch, Heusden
- Private collection, the Netherlands

11 12
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Charlotte van Pallandt
(Arnhem 1898 - Noordwijk 1997)
Self-Portrait
Signed with monogram on the neck
Bronze with black patina on marble base, 44.4 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection (acquired directly from the artist)
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 21 November 2007, lot 1115
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
L. Tegenbosch & M. Koekkoek, Charlotte van Pallandt. 
Beelden en tekeningen, W-Books, Zwolle, 1994, cat. no. 146 
(ill. of another cast)

Note:
In the book Charlotte van Pallandt: Beelden en Tekeningen 
(1994) the following is written about the origin of the Tors:
After a second Cubist portrait of Femie, Leaning on the Elbow, 
1929, Van Pallandt is convinced to learn how to faithfully portray 
the human body. She regarded this as part of the professional 
knowledge that was pivotal to become a sculptor. After a failed 
attempt with a true-to-life male nude, she started looking 
for a beautiful plastic female model for each advertisement. 
The young sculptor has deliberately surrendered herself to a 
certain task: the imitation of the model - with the outcome as 
can be seen here.
€ 20.000 - 25.000 

13
Charlotte van Pallandt
(Arnhem 1898 - Noordwijk 1997)
Tors (1930)
Signed on right leg and with foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery 
on left leg
Bronze, H. 80.4 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel Lambert Tegenbosch, Heusden (incl. original 
label)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
L. Tegenbosch & M. Koekkoek, Charlotte van Pallandt: Beelden 
en Tekeningen, W-books, Zwolle, 1994, p. 97, no. 6 (ill. & ill. on 
the inside of the cover)

Note:
An expressive self-portrait of the artist Charlotte van Pallandt 
at the age of 73. Not a refined and detailed “copy” of her head 
that only offers outward resemblance, but a portrait that shows 
something of her nature and character. Van Pallandt described 
her psychological approach as follows: “When you sense what 
someone is like, the creature enters naturally” and “In the 
portrait you should immediately observe something outside 
of the resemblance and make that.” Van Pallandt is considered 
one of the most interesting post-war figurative sculptors of the 
Netherlands. After a short marriage to a diplomat, she radically 
dedicated her life to art. Autonomous, and in relative isolation 
she once stated: “Cosiness and comfort are great enemies of 
creativity.”
€ 5.000 - 8.000 

13 14
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Antoniucci Volti
(Albano Laziale 1915 - Paris 1989)
Femme Assise (1960s) 
Signed and numbered Epreuve d’artiste 2/2 on the back
Bronze, H. 25.1 cm
Note:
Antoniucci Volti, officially Voltigero, was a French sculptor, 
draftsman and engraver of Italian origin. By 1932 the young 
artist had won a gold medal for two polychrome bas-reliefs 
before going to Paris, where he entered the studio of the 
prolific French sculptor Jean Boucher at the École Nationale 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris at the age of only fifteen. After serving 
in the World War II, when he was interned as a prisoner of war 
in Bavaria, Volti returned in poor health to Paris, only to find 

17
Hetty Heyster
(Nijmegen 1943)
Arabisch Paard (Arabian Horse) (1987) 
Signed with monogram on the right upper leg and numbered 
6/8 on the stomach
Bronze, H. 34.4 cm
Literature:
P. Verbraeken and H. Heyster, Hetty Heyster: sculpturen II, 
Uitgeverij Waanders, Zwolle, 2013, p. 95, cat. no. 148 
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity by the artist, a signed 
edition of the above mentioned book, as well as the two other 
oeuvre catalogues.
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

18
Anton Heyboer
(Sabang 1924 - Den Ilp 2005)
Untitled
Signed with initials and dated 84 on the bottom
Bronze, H. 24 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

15
Mauro Corda
(Lourdes 1960)
Embryo
Signed and numbered 4/8 on the right foot
Bronze (adjustable) on stone base, H. 41.2 cm
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

16
Guus Hellegers
(Teteringen 1937)
Pierrot
Signed with initials and dated 67 on the foot
Unique piece
Bronze, H. 51.3 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

his studio destroyed. From 1947 he showed work at various 
Paris Salons. It was at this time that his sculpture became 
more personal and he began to sign ‘Volti’. Although his past 
was completely erased, he considered himself self-taught. 
According to Volti, the female body - with the enchanting 
curves, lines and roundness - was the incarnation of beauty and 
therefore became his source of inspiration, which he aspired to 
magnify and glorify.
In 1957 the first retrospective of his work was organised at 
Musée Rodin in Paris. Works by Volti are displayed in leading 
museums such as Musée d’Art Moderne de Paris. Volti is widely 
considered one of the most important Late Modern sculptors 
to have worked figuratively in the 20th century, thus ensuring 
the continuity of the humanist tradition.
€ 5.000 - 8.000 

17 18
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21
Willem de Kooning
(Rotterdam 1904 - Long Island 1997)
Woman at Clearwater Beach 
Signed and dated ‘70 lower right
Numbered 22/44 lower left
Published by Knoedler, New York, printed by Hollander’s 
Workshop, Inc., New York
Lithograph on J.B. Green paper, 72 x 102.5 cm 
Provenance:
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 16 September 2009, lot 320 
(incl. copy of invoice)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
Graham 5
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

Note:
The Belorussian-born French painter, printmaker, and designer 
Marc Chagall composed his images based on emotional 
and poetic associations, rather than on rules of pictorial 
logic. Predating Surrealism, his early works were among the 
first expressions of psychic reality in modern art. Vibrantly 
coloured and expertly composed, this piece, aptly entitled Les 
Adolescents, captures the bliss of young love. A young couple, 
gazing at each other with absolute adoration, embraces each 
other in the centre of the composition. Chagall creates a 
circular motion, surrounding the couple with an array of joyous 
figures. A translucent blue figure dives down from the top 
while a mother holds her child to the lower right. In the upper 
right corner, the moon and sun overlap in a whimsical eclipse 
as a rooster and horse look on from the left.
€ 15.000 - 25.000 

20
Marc Chagall
(Vitebsk 1887 - Saint-Paul-de-Vence 1985)
Les Adolescents (The Adolescents) (1975)
Signed lower right
Numbered 16/50 lower left
Lithograph in colours on Arches wove paper, 63.5 x 49.8 cm 
(image size) / 74.9 x 56.8 cm (sheet size)
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands (since 1976), thence by 
descent to the present owner
Literature:
Mourlot 741

22
Fernand Léger 
(Argentan 1881 - Gif-sur-Yvette 1955)
Untitled (drawing on flyleaf in the catalogue: Fernand Léger: 
La Forme Humaine dans l’Espace, Les Éditions de l’Arbre, 
Montreal, 1945)
Signed with monogram and dated 46 lower right
Ink on paper, 24.1 x 19.1 cm
€ 500 - 1.000 

20

21

22

22 cover catalogue
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26
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Figure and Fish
Signed and dated ‘48 upper right
Gouache on paper, 37.4 x 69.2 cm
Provenance:
- Estate of the artist 
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 31 May 1994, lot 457
- Private collection, the Netherlands, thence by descent to the 
present owner
Exhibited:
Stedelijk van Abbemuseum, Keerpunten 1920 - 1960, 
9 January - 5 February 1960 (no. 24)
Note:
On the backing a label of Zomertentoonstelling at the Stedelijk 
Museum Schiedam with inv. no. B/S/104. 
€ 10.000 - 15.000 

25
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Marianne
Signed, titled and dated 4 Aug. 2005 lower right
Mixed media on paper, 57.6 x 49.8 cm
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

23
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Cobra Paris
Signed, titled, dated 21 Juillet ‘88 and annotated Voor Nico, 
in vriendschap
Mixed media and CoBrA postage stamps on paper, 
37.8 x 56.6 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

24
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Ellen
Signed, titled and dated 11 NOV 88 upper left
Mixed media on paper, 55.1 x 75.3 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

26
25

24

23
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28
Corneille & Walasse Ting
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010 & Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010)
Madelon
Signed, titled and dated 16 décember ‘90 by Corneille 
Signed and dated 91 by Walasse Ting
Mixed media on paper, 69.7 x 99.7 cm 
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

27
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Sans Titre (from: Les Aventures de Pinocchio)
Signed and dated ‘73 upper left
Gouache on silkscreen (hand-coloured), 69.4 x 99.9 cm
Note:
For the original uncoloured silkscreen, see: Corneille, G. 
Birtwistle, P. Donkersloot-Van den Berghe, E. Baj & M. 
Cassé, Corneille: Het complete grafische werk 1948-1975, 
Meulenhoff, Amsterdam, 1992, p. 239, no. 326 (ill.)
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

27 28
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30
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Katvogel (Cat Bird) 
Signed and numbered HC 9/12 on the tail
With foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery on the bottom
Bronze on marble foot, H. 59.2 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

29
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Katvis (Cat Fish)
Signed and numbered HC 3/12 on the tail
With foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery on the bottom
Bronze on marble foot, H. 58.4 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

29 30
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34
After Corneille
Elephant Parade (2007)
Numbered 63/125 and with sticker Atelier Corneille under the 
feet
Hand painted polyester sculpture, H. 27.3 cm
Note:
In original packaging and including a certificate of authenticity 
by Schana B SPRL and Natacha Beverloo, signed and dated 
2020.

Elephant Parade is a social enterprise running world’s largest 
exhibition of decorated elephant statues. 20 Percent of the 
profits are donated to elephant welfare and conservation 
projects.
€ 600 - 1.000 

32
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Les Oiseaux au Théâtre
Signed, dated 2002 and with number 61/100 on the foot
Painted wooden multiple, H. 35.7 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

33
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Les Bas Roses ou le Temps Arrête (The Pink Stockings Where 
the Time Stops)
Signed, titled and dated ‘97 upper right
Hand painted metal clock, Diam. 45.5 cm
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity by Nico Koster.
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

31
Corneille
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010)
Femme à l’Oiseau (Triptych)
Signed and numbered IV/IV on the lower part 
Painted wooden multiple, 81.5 x 130.7 cm (lower part)
Provenance:
- Collection Bernard van Dijk, Antwerp
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.500 - 4.500 

31

32

33

34
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39
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Aduanas del Mar
Signed, titled and dated VI ‘70 upper left
Mixed media on paper, 35.8 x 47.9 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

40
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Untitled
Signed and dated 91.V.19 lower left
Mixed media on paper, 45.8 x 32.5 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Nouvelles Images, The Hague (1980s)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

37
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Untitled
Signed and dated 74.4.22 lower right
Mixed media on paper, 26.9 x 20.9 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000 

38
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Prooi als Lustobjekt (Pray as Object of Lust)
Signed and dated 90.XI lower left
Titled on the reverse
Mixed media on paper, 49.3 x 69.8 cm 
Provenance:
- Galerie Nouvelles Images, The Hague (1980s)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

35
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Untitled
Signed lower right and dated 86.VII.31 lower left
Mixed media on paper, 29.4 x 23.2 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

36
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Untitled
Signed lower left and dated ‘90.VII.20 lower right
Indian ink and watercolour on paper, 30.7 x 23.1 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

41
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Untitled
Signed and dated 91.V.15 lower left
Indian ink and watercolour on paper, 45.8 x 32.5 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Nouvelles Images, The Hague (1980s)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 800 - 1.200 

42
Lucebert
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994)
Volkstoneel (Folk Theatre) 
Signed and dated Jávea 27 VIII ‘72 lower left
Titled on the reverse
Watercolour and charcoal on paper, 35.9 x 47.8 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

35

38

36 37
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47
Carl-Henning Pedersen
(Copenhagen 1913 - 2007)
“Eva og Livets Tre” 
Eve and The Tree of Life
Signed, titled and dated Molesmes - Bourgogne Juli 2001 
on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 81.9 x 102.2 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist’s wife by the present owner
€ 15.000 - 25.000 

45
Finn Pedersen
(Bornholm 1944)
Untitled
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 80.1 x 99.8 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

46
Jan Sierhuis
(Amsterdam 1928)
Bodegon con Frutas (Still Life with Fruit)
Signed and dated 95 lower centre
Signed and titled on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 110 x 110 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

43
Finn Pedersen
(Bornholm 1944)
Untitled
Signed with initials lower centre
Oil on canvas, 80.9 x 64.5 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

44
Finn Pedersen
(Bornholm 1944)
Untitled
Signed lower left
Oil on canvas, 54.8 x 46.1 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

43 44
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52
Eugène Brands
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002)
Untitled (c. 1951)
Indian ink on newspaper, 22.5 x 19.3 cm (measured within the 
mount)
Provenance:
- Galerie Wansink, Roermond (inv. no. 88-026)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 600 - 1.000 

53
Eugène Brands
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002)
Untitled
Signed and dated 3.56 upper left
Gouache and oil on paper laid down on panel, 44.3 x 47 cm
Provenance:
- Collection Benjamin Bernstein, Philadelphia
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

50
Karel Appel
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006)
Sky Blue Kiss (1978)
Signed lower right and numbered 13/100 lower left
Screenprint in colours, 74 x 102 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

51
Niki de Saint-Phalle
(Neuilly-sur-Seine 1930 - San Diego 2002)
La Danse d’après Matisse (1993-1995)
Signed lower right
Numbered epreuve d’artiste (besides the edition of 150) lower 
left
Screenprint in colours, 56.5 x 75.5 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

48
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006)
Untitled (drawing on title page in the exhibition catalogue: 
Karel Appel, “Sag zum Abschied leise Servus”, Galerie Lelong 
Paris, 10 January - 17 February 2001)
Signed lower right 
Oil on paper, 31.4 x 21.5 cm 
€ 500 - 1.000 

49
Niki de Saint-Phalle
(Neuilly-sur-Seine 1930 - San Diego 2002)
Flacon aux 2 Serpents (1982) 
With signature on the front of the cover
Scent bottle, H. 36 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

54
Eugène Brands
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002)
Karthago II
Signed, titled, dated 7 juli 1973-2 and and numbered 5584 on 
the reverse
Gouache on paper, 39.4 x 46.9 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

55
Stephen Gilbert
(Fife 1910 - Frome 2007)
Untitled
Signed and dated 52 lower right
Gouache on paper, 37.3 x 49.9 cm
€ 600 - 800 

52 53

54 55

48 49
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58
Jef Diederen
(Heerlen 1920 - Amsterdam 2009)
a) Untitled
Signed and dated ‘84 lower left
Mixed media on paper, 56.2 x 75.4 cm
b) Untitled
Signed and dated ‘84 lower right
Ink and watercolour on paper, 56.2 x 75.4 cm
(2x)
€ 800 - 1.200 

57
Jef Diederen
(Heerlen 1920 - Amsterdam 2009)
Provence III
Signed and dated ‘84 on the reverse
Titled and dated 1984 on artist’s label on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 135 x 134.5 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Nouvelles Images, The Hague
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
In original artist’s frame.
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

56
Jef Diederen
(Heerlen 1920 - Amsterdam 2009)
Provence IV
Signed and dated ‘84 on the reverse
Titled and dated 1984 on artist’s label on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 135 x 134.5 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Nouvelles Images, The Hague
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
In original artist’s frame.
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

59
Willem Hussem
(Rotterdam 1900 - The Hague 1974)
Untitled
Signed with initials and dated 64 lower right
Oil on burlap, 80.4 x 70.4 cm
Provenance:
- Kunstzaal van Lier, Amsterdam
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

56 57

58a 58b
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63
Michel Macréau 
(Paris 1935 - 1997)
Portrait Kristusse
Signed lower left and titled lower left and right
Signed and annotated on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 91.6 x 72.6 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel Guus Maris, Nieuw-Vennep (c. 1980)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
In original artist’s frame.
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

62
Jan Sierhuis
(Amsterdam 1928)
Een Sprookje (A Fairy Tale)
Signed and dated ‘78 lower centre
Signed, titled and dated 1978 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 130.3 x 110.2 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

60
Theo Wolvecamp
(Hengelo 1925 - Amsterdam 1992)
Untitled (c. 1956)
Signed on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 40.2 x 30.1 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

61
Jan Sierhuis
(Amsterdam 1928)
Flamenco
Signed and dated 88 lower left
Signed, titled and dated 88 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 80.1 x 70.1 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

60

61

62 63
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65
Armando
(Amsterdam 1929 - Potsdam 2018)
Der Baum (The Tree) 
Signed, titled and dated 1984 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 89.8 x 69.6 cm
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

64
Ger Lataster
(Schaesberg 1920 - Amsterdam 2012)
Untitled
Signed and dated ‘88 lower right
Oil, spray paint and charcoal on canvas, 59.9 x 50.1
€ 800 - 1.200 

64

65
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70
Jan van Heel
(Rotterdam 1898 - The Hague 1990)
Clown
Signed and dated Juli 82 lower centre
Gouache on paper, 49.3 x 31.6 cm
Provenance:
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 31 May 2005, lot 268
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.500 - 3.000 

68
Harm Kamerlingh Onnes
(Zoeterwoude-dorp 1893 - Leiden 1985)
Vacantie Schilderij (Holiday Painting)
Signed with monogram and dated 70 lower right
Oil on board, 37.2 x 42.7 cm
Provenance:
- Auction Van Spengen, Hilversum, Collectie nalatenschap 
Kamerlingh Onnes, June 2016
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 600 - 1.000 

69
Jaap Nanninga
(Winschoten 1904 - The Hague 1962)
Composition
Signed and dated ‘59 lower right
Mixed media on paper, 31.9 x 42.8 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

66
Harm Kamerlingh Onnes
(Zoeterwoude-dorp 1893 - Leiden 1985)
Horse and Sheep in the Pasture
Signed with monogram and dated ‘81 lower right
Oil on board, 28.8 x 39.1 cm
Provenance:
- Auction Van Spengen, Hilversum, Collectie nalatenschap 
Kamerlingh Onnes, June 2016
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 600 - 1.000 

67
Kees Andrea
(The Hague 1914 - 2006)
Vrouwen, Toreros in Lente Landschap (Women, Toreros in 
Spring Landscape)
Signed lower left
Signed and titled on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 52.3 x 70.2 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

71
Jan van Heel
(Rotterdam 1898 - The Hague 1990)
Hondje (Little Dog)
Signed and dated 55 lower left
Signed and titled on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 60 x 50.1 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie De Krijtkring, Hoorn
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 2 July 2003, lot 420
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

66
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74
Freek van den Berg
(Amsterdam 1918 - Veessen 2000)
Liggend Naakt zw Fond (Reclining nude black background)
Signed lower right
Titled on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 79.9 x 129.8 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

75
Freek van den Berg
(Amsterdam 1918 - Veessen 2000)
Tree
Signed lower right
Numbered 80 and with studio stamp on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 70.1 x 90.3 cm
€ 700 - 900 

73
Freek van den Berg
(Amsterdam 1918 - Veessen 2000)
Flower Still Life
Signed lower left
Numbered 68 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 100.3 x 79.4 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

72
Freek van den Berg
(Amsterdam 1918 - Veessen 2000)
Girl with Flowers
Signed lower left
Oil on canvas, 100.2 x 80 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

76
Freek van den Berg
(Amsterdam 1918 - Veessen 2000)
Model with Two Cats
Signed lower right
Numbered 76 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 109.9 x 69.9 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

72 73
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79
Kees Verkade
(Haarlem 1941)
Waterman (Aquarius)
Signed, dated 2001 and numbered 1/8 on the left body
Bronze on marble base, H. 35.6 cm
Provenance:
- Janknegt Fine Art, Laren (2003) (incl. invoice)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

78
Kees Verkade
(Haarlem 1941)
Nureyev
Signed, dated ‘98 and numbered 7/8 on the back of right leg
Bronze on marble base, H. 41.4 cm
Note:
This sculpture is offered together with the study in watercolour 
on paper, dated 10.7.’98 and measuring 30 x 21.5 cm.
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

77
Eddy Roos 
(Amsterdam 1949)
Liesbeth
Signed and numbered 2/12 on the foot
Bronze, H. 35.5 cm
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

77
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84
Franco Garelli
(Cuneo 1909 -Turin 1973)
Untitled
Signed on the foot
Bronze, H. 73.4 cm
€ 3.500 - 4.500 

82
Jan Praet
(Eisden 1955)
Buste (1999)
Unique piece
Painted ceramic, H. 43.9 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie De Keerder Kunstkamer, Cadier en Keer (1999)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 800 - 1.500 

83
Ido Vunderink 
(Amstelveen 1935) 
Gepavoiseerd (Dressing Overall) (c. 1975)
Metal relief, 199.7 x 99.6 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands (1975)
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

80
Jan Praet
(Eisden 1955)
Wielerkoning (Cyclist King) (c. 1993)
Unique piece
Bronze, H. 53.7 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie De Keerder Kunstkamer, Cadier en Keer (1993)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

81
Jan Praet
(Eisden 1955)
Balans van de Rechthoek (Balance) (c. 1993)
Signed under the hat
Unique piece
Bronze on marble base, H. 64.4 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie De Keerder Kunstkamer, Cadier en Keer (1993)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

80

84
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87
Shinkichi Tajiri
(Los Angeles 1923 - Baarlo 2009)
Overhand Knot
Signed with monogram, dated 94 and numbered 2/2 on the 
foot
Cast iron on concrete base, H. 81.3 x 109.9 x 69.8 cm
Provenance:
- Gallery Willy Schoots, Eindhoven
- Private collection, the Netherlands
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
Shinkichi Tajiri was a Dutch-American sculptor of Japanese 
descent (a nisei or second-generation emigrant from Japan). 
He was also involved in painting, photography and filmmaking. 
In 1942, Tajiri was imprisoned with many other Americans of 

86
Shinkichi Tajiri
(Los Angeles 1923 - Baarlo 2009)
Untitled (1993)
Signed and numbered 8/20 on the foot
Bronze with black patina on granite base, H. 39.4 cm
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

85
Shinkichi Tajiri
(Los Angeles 1923 - Baarlo 2009)
3-D Views: Julia 
Signed, titled and dated ‘78 on a label on the inside
Two prints and two mirrors on foldable fabric cover, 
20.1 x 30.6 x 1.4 cm (closed)
€ 600 - 1.000 

Japanese descent. A year later he volunteered for the army 
and was sent to Italy to fight. In protest at the treatment of 
the Japanese population during the war, Tajiri left the United 
States in 1948. He arrived in Le Havre on September 28 of that 
year and settled in the Montparnasse district of Paris, where 
he was once on leave during the war. Tajiri studied with Ossip 
Zadkine until November 1949, then with Fernand Léger until 
September 1950 and then for a year at the Académie de la 
Grande Chaumière. In 1949 Tajiri came in contact with the 
CoBrA group and exhibited with them in the Stedelijk Museum 
(Amsterdam). As sculptor and painter, Tajiri exhibited at the 
famous Kassel documenta II, 1959; III, 1964 and IV, 1968. 
Shinkichi Tajiri received Dutch citizenship in 2008 and died in 
2009 at the age of 85.
€ 8.000 - 12.000 

85
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Note:
The Dutch-Belgian artist Bram Bogart primarily belonged to the 
abstract art movement. Pivotal in his oeuvre is the exploration 
in how the ‘script’ of a painting or the ‘non-repetitive element 
of rhythmical brush strokes’ could reveal abstract meaning. 
Since Bogart was trained as a house painter, he was very 
experienced in preparing his own paint, using a mix of oil-
based paint and water-soluble. As a young, figurative painter 
Bogart went through an Expressionist period, in particular 
inspired by Permeke (1886-1952) and Van Gogh (1853-1890). 
In the 1950s, Bogart became the most progressive member 
of the Informal Group (Art Informel). These avant-garde 
artists opposed rules and formality in art and tried to capture 
spontaneity in their action painting and dripping work. After 
experiments with simple geometric motifs and Japanese 
calligraphy followed a turning point when Bogart came to use 
his cement-like material, composed of linseed oil, dyes and 
species. This technique moved him towards his characteristic 
pure Abstract Expressionist language, in which he came to 
extremely minimalist paintings consisting of only a few, usually 
clear, areas of colour. In paintings such as Witbruinblauw a 
gestural script is embedded in the compact and thickly painted 
surface. This highly impasto is the outcome of physical activity 
having been pushed, drawn, or pulled across the canvas. 
Throughout his life Bogart exhibited extensively in Europe, 
including a solo exhibition at Cobra Museum of Modern Art, 
Kunsthalle Recklinghausen, BOZAR Brussels and Museum 
Boijmans Van Beuningen. Bogart is currently represented by 
White Cube, London.

88
Jan Henderikse
(Delft 1937)
Stamps
Signed and dated 2016 lower right
Sheet of German stamps mounted on paper, 59 x 49 cm
€ 500 - 1.000 

89
Bram Bogart
(Delft 1921 – Sint-Truiden 2012)
Witbruinblauw
Signed, titled, dated Aug. 1965 and numbered 7 on the reverse
Signed and dated ‘65 on the lower right turnover edge
Painted mixed media relief on burlap over panel, 
79.5 x 85.6 cm
Provenance:
- BAT Artventure Collection / The Peter Stuyvesant Collection, 
Zevenaar
- Auction Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, The BAT Artventure
Collection fka The Peter Stuyvesant Collection, Part Three, 
4 October 2011, lot 33
- Private collection
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 3-4 November 2015, lot 220 
(incl. copy of invoice)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 10.000 - 15.000

“I consider the dripping of the material over the edge of 
the panel as very important, in order to break the stiffness 
of the square.”

- Bram Bogart

88

89



Bram Bogart, born Abraham van den Bogart, was a Dutch 
artist who obtained the Belgian nationality in 1968. From 
the 1950s onwards, Bogart moved towards the field of 
abstraction and developed an extremely minimalist style. This 
led to work consisting of a few, usually clear, areas of colour. 
 
The artistic zeal began early; at the age of ten, Bogart 
started to collect photos from magazines and newspapers 
and executed his first painting of a vase with violets. After a 
training to become a house painter, Bogart followed classes 
at the Technical School of Arts. In 1939 he completed his 
education as a painter and decorator. For a short period of 
time Bogart came to work for Leo Mineur (1919-1979), who 
was specialised in making murals and cinema advertisements. 
The novice artist was inspired by Expressionism, especially 
the work of Permeke (1886-1952) and Van Gogh (1853-1890) 
appealed to him. 

From 1939 onwards Bogart enjoyed years of financial 
support from art dealer and gallery owner Robert James 
Willemsz Bennewitz (1902-1976), which gave him the 
opportunity to develop as an artist. Bogart managed to 
avoid a call to forced labour during World War II thanks 
to his enrolment at the art academy in The Hague, where 
he would master the theory of form. After World War II, 
Bogart stayed alternately in the Netherlands, France and 
Italy. In the years 1945-1955, the midst of the nascent art 
centre, he experienced his Parisian period. Bogart’s stay at 
the Cote-d’Azur, from 1946 to 1950, was the cradle of the 
artist’s highly impasto use of paint. Over the next decade, 
his work evolved from figurative - mainly landscapes and 
still lifes - to more rigid symmetrical depictions of houses 
and trees, emphasising the horizontal and vertical axes of 
the composition. In the 1950s, Bogart’s most fundamental 
years, the artist began to minimise his use of colour. From 
now on, the colours white and blue dominated his palette. 
 
From 1951, Bogart lived in Paris above a former tannery on 
the Rue Santeuil, with CoBrA artists such as Appel (1921-
2006) and Corneille (1922-2010). Nevertheless, since Bogart 
set his artistic individuality as his priority, there was no 
artistic exchange with the CoBrA artists. Striking in Bogarts 
work from this period is the dynamic: diagonals cross the 
canvas in opposite directions with ‘drippings’ here and 
there. Where necessary, the artist scratched and scraped 
the material to expose the underlying layers of paint. 
 
In the 1950s Bogart became the most progressive 
member of Art Informel (Informalism). These avant-
garde artists turned against rules and formality in art and 
strove to capture spontaneity in their action paintings 
and dripping work. Material paintings such as Rythme 
Blanc (1954), an almost monochrome canvas with clear 
Parisian influences from the Art Informel are far removed 
from both abstract tendencies and CoBrA influences.  

After experiments with simple geometric motifs and Japanese 
calligraphy, a turning point followed: Bogart turned to cement-
like material – composed, among other things, of linseed oil 
and dyes. The 1960s and 1970s can be seen as another key 
period, characterised by an intense impasto that gives his work 
an ‘organic’ appearance. Bogart’s technique was based on the 
use of classic painter’s materials such as the brush, the trowel 
and the knife to make rhythmic movements on a canvas. He 
gradually leaves the easel to work the panel on the ground. 
 
Bogart’s training as a house painter can be seen as the origin 
of his unusual use of painting materials. Over the years, 
Bogart developed a paint ‘recipe’ that would determine 
his style and his personality. It was in his studio in the South 
of France where Bogart began to experiment with mixing 
water-soluble and oil-based paints; achieving an intense 
colour and a chalky matte finish that was partly inspired 
by the facades of the surrounding architecture. Mixing the 
oil paint with water resulted in impasto paintings, without 
the paint settling due to the gravity. Bogart deliberately 
let run the material over the edge of the painting in order 
to break the rigid frame. The artist himself said: “I was 
starting to see how important the borders of a painting 
were […] extending the material over the borders of the 
painting [to give] a certain looseness or broad outline.” 
Bogart’s unique technique led him towards a characteristi-
cally pure Abstract Expressionist language, in which he 
arrived at extremely minimalist paintings consisting of only 
a few, mostly clear, areas of colour. He showed no interest 
in expressing human emotions. However, the physical act 
of spreading heavy cement-like paint into a composition 
was central to him. In paintings such as White Brown Blue 
(lot 89) a gestural handwriting, embedded in the thick and 
compact surface. The heavy material demanded physical 
activity of the artist - pushing, drawing and pulling across the 
canvas. The speed of Bogart’s brushstroke is captured, akin 
to the action paintings of American Abstract Expressionism. 
 
In 1969 Bogart became a Belgian citizen. Fruitful years 
followed with various exhibitions, including retrospectives in 
the Boijmans Van Beuningen Museum (Rotterdam) and the 
Museum of Fine Arts (Ghent). He received important awards 
during these years, including the Prix de l’Association Belge 
des Critiques d’Art and the Prix Jules Raeymakers (prize from 
the Royal Academy of Belgium). He represented Belgium at the 
1970 Venice Biennale. Bogart moved into Kortenbos Castle 
near Sint-Truiden in 1988, where he produced many large 
paintings. Productive years followed with major exhibitions 
in Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Spain, France and the United States. His work is included 
in the collections of important international museums and 
collectors. Bogart, who remained productive until an old 
age, passed away in 2012 in Sint-Truiden, Belgium.

Bram Bogart
1921 – 2012
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91
Jan Schoonhoven
(Hof van Delft 1914 - Delft 1994)
Formatie (Formation)
Portfolio comprising 12 screenprints and a text by Janneke 
Wesseling
The colophon signed by both, dated ‘87 and numbered 62
Published by Bébert, Rotterdam
Each screenprint signed and dated 1987 lower right and 
numbered 62/100 lower left, each 49.9 x 32.4 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

92
Jan Schoonhoven
(Hof van Delft 1914 - Delft 1994)
Vorm (Form) 
Portfolio containing 6 lithographs by Jan Schoonhoven and 6 
texts by Hans Sleutelaar
Cover page signed by Schoonhoven and Sleutelaar and 
numbered T 
Published by Bébert, Rotterdam
Each lithograph signed and dated 1987 lower right and 
numbered T/Z lower left, each 49.9 x x 32.5 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

90
Ewerdt Hilgemann
(Witten 1938)
Objekt Nr. 42 (Object No. 42) 
Signed, dated Frühjahr 67 and numbered Nr. 42/67/I on the 
reverse 
Relief, H. 27.5 x W. 27.5 x D. 10.2 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection, the Netherlands
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 17 June 2013, lot 102 
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

93
Agnes Martin
(Maklin 1912 - Taos 2004)
Paintings and Drawings: Stedelijk Museum Portfolio (1990-1991)
Portfolio comprising a book together with 10 lithographs on 
vellum paper, all 30 x 30 cm
Edition of 2500
Printed by Lecturis, Eindhoven and published by Nemela & 
Lenzen GmbH, Mönchengladbach and Stedelijk Museum, 
Amsterdam
Note:
This portfolio was issued on the occasion of Martin’s retrospective 
exhibition in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam in 1991. The 
lithographs are based on the paintings in the exhibition.
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

94
Ad Dekkers
(Nieuwpoort 1938 - Gorinchem 1974)
Tekening 1972 (Drawing 1972) 
Signed with initials and dated ‘72 lower right corner
Red and blue ink on transparant paper, laminated, 30.6 x 59.9 cm
Literature:
C. Blotcamp, Ad Dekkers, Staatsuitgeverij, The Hague, 1981, 
p. 221, no. 386 (ill.)
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by family of the present owner
€ 1.000 - 3.000 
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96
Jaap Egmond
(New York City 1913 - Amstelveen 1997)
Struktuur (Structure) 
Signed and dated sept ‘91 a’veen on the reverse
White painted papier-mâché relief on cardboard, 
95.6 x 95.6 cm
Provenance:
- Kunsthandel Borzo, Den Bosch (inv. no. MEGM0604)
- Kunststichting Metzemaekers, Oirschot (2009) (incl. copy 
of invoice)
- Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen 
€ 8.000 - 12.000 

95
Jaap Egmond
(New York City 1913 - Amstelveen 1997)
Untitled
Signed and dated ‘79 on the reverse
White painted papier-mâché relief on cardboard, 
89.7 x 89.9 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Quintessens, Utrecht
- Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen 
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity by Maarten Egmond,
son of the artist, signed and dated 13 August 2009.
€ 8.000 - 12.000 
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Jaap Egmond
1913 – 1997

© J.A. Egmond

Jacob Johannes (Jaap) Egmond was a 
Dutch artist,  active as a sculptor, painter 
and teacher. Born in New York, as a son 
of a captain, the family quickly moved 
to Amsterdam because of the threat of 
the World War I. During his upbringing 
in Amsterdam, Egmond attended many 
drawing classes. The surviving academic 
studies show his skills as a draftsman. After 
the Second World War, he started working 
as a drawing teacher, first at the Vossius 
Gymnasium, and a few years later at the 
Nursery School and the Bouman Academy. 
 
As a writer on didactics, Egmond 
contributed to the theory of art appreciation 
and drawing education. Shortly after World 
War II, Egmond fell under the spell of 
Modernism, while discovering De Stijl as 
founded by Mondriaan; Le Corbusier’s New 
Building; and the CoBrA Group, with the 
illustrious Willem Sandberg as director of 
the Stedelijk Museum. In the early 1960s, 
the Nul group was formed – internationally 
known as Zero. 
 
The Zero Group (often styled as ZERO) was 
a loosely knit group of artists that emerged 
in Germany and spread to other European 
countries in the 1950s, led by Heinz Mack, 
Otto Piene, and Günther Uecker. The artists 
came together with the collective desire 
to move away from subjective post-war 
movements like the French Art Informel and 
Tachisme. The main idea was to create art 
that was purely about the work’s materials 
and the world in which those materials 
exist, de-emphasising the role of the artist’s 
hand. The focus was on light and space. 
Monochromy and repetition of similar 
elements were important features in the 
artworks of these artists. Egmond’s work is 
often compared to that of Jan Schoonhoven 

(1914-1994), who was part of the Zero 
movement. The work of Schoonhoven 
was assuredly an inspiration, although 
Egmond’s style eventually developed in a 
different direction. Where Schoonhoven 
mainly worked intuitively, Jaap Egmond 
took the thoughtful direction towards 
Constructivism.

In 1968, Egmond opened a workshop in 
Amstelveen where he solely focused on his 
own artistic output. Numerous sketches and 
drawings from this period precede the final 
reliefs to be executed. By arranging less or 
more uniform elements, depending on the 
light, he created the rhythm of the tilting 
surfaces. 

Initially, Egmond came to the implemen-
tation of the well-known paper-maché reliefs 
– by gluing on bits of newspaper, later also 
to metal reliefs and freestanding works. The 
whole was then covered by a monochrome 
layer of white. At one point he broke with 
his monochrome practice and started to 
create highly colourful oil paintings.

The titles of works are often level-headed, 
such as ‘square programming’ or ‘sectioned 
square’. Moreover, Egmond’s works are 
not signed, or only with ‘e’. These reliefs 
were founded on mathematical formulas. 
Although seemingly in random order, in 
reality everything is formatted to perfection.

Soon his work was shown to the public 
through exhibitions in various galleries, 
beginning in Amsterdam and later 
throughout the country. Egmond can be 
seen as a Constructivist, first and foremost, 
and his works show deep influences by the 
Zero movement. Upon this day, his work is 
still sought-after by many collectors. 
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98
Jaap Egmond
(New York City 1913 - Amstelveen 1997)
JS
Signed, titled and dated a’veen juli ‘78 on the reverse
Stainless steel relief over panel, 80 x 80 cm
Provenance:
Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen, bought directly from 
family of the artist
€ 8.000 - 12.000 

97
Jaap Egmond
(New York City 1913 - Amstelveen 1997)
Kubus (Cube) (1980-1990)
Stainless steel (bipartite), H. 54.9 x W. 50.9 x D. 56.1 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Quintessens, Utrecht
- Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen 
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity by Maarten Egmond, son 
of the artist, signed and dated 13 August 2009.
€ 3.000 - 5.000 
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100
Jaap Egmond
(New York City 1913 - Amstelveen 1997)
Untitled
Signed with initial lower right
Oil on canvas, 72.1 x 72 cm
Provenance:
Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen, bought directly from 
family of the artist
€ 2.500 - 3.500 

99
Jaap Egmond
(New York City 1913 - Amstelveen 1997)
AS 
Titled and indistinctly dated 10-14 70 on the reverse
White painted papier-mâché relief on board, 74.8 x 74.8 cm
Provenance:
- Collection Yellow Fellow, Leidschendam
- Galerie des Amis, Woudrichem
- Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen 
Note:
Including a copy of the original design drawing and certificate 
of authenticity by Maarten Egmond, son of the artist, signed 
and dated Amsterdam 2019. 
€ 8.000 - 12.000 
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Ettore Sottsass 
 1917 – 2007

“Decoration can be a state of mind, 
an unusual perception a ritual whisper”



The Italian architect and designer Ettore Sottsass was 
born in Innsbruck in 1917 and grew up in Turin, where 
his father, also named Ettore Sottsass, was an architect. 
His body of work included furniture, jewellery, glass, 
lighting, home objects and office machine design, as 
well as many buildings and interiors.

The younger Sotssass was educated at the Politecnico 
di Torino and graduated in 1939 with a degree in 
architecture. He served in the Italian military, in the 
Repubblica Sociale Italiana, and spent some of World 
War II in a prison and in a labour camp in Yugoslavia. 
After a time of hardship, Sottsass worked as an architect 
with his father, often on new modernist versions of 
buildings that were destroyed during the war. 

In 1947, living in Milan, he set up his own architectural 
and industrial design studio, where he began to create 
work in a variety of media: ceramic, painting, sculpture, 
furniture, photography, jewellery, architecture and 
interior design. In 1949 Sottsass married Fernanda 
Pivano, a writer, journalist, translator and critic. From 
1954 to 1957 he was a member of the International 
Movement for an Imaginist Bauhaus, resigning due to 
the movement’s perceived aggression and its lack of 
professionalism. 

In 1956, Sottsass travelled to New York City and began 
working in the office of George Nelson. He and Pivano 
travelled widely while working for Nelson, and returned 
to Italy after a few months. Also in 1956, Sottsass was 
commissioned by the American entrepreneur Irving 
Richards on an exhibition of his ceramics. Back in Italy 
in 1957, Sottsass joined Poltronova, a semi-industrial 
producer of contemporary furniture, as an artistic 
consultant. Much of the furniture he worked on during 

his time at Poltronova influenced the design he would 
create later with the Memphis Group.

Sottsass was hired by Adriano Olivetti as a consultant 
for Olivetti, to design electronic devices and develop 
the first Italian mainframe computer, the Elea 9003 for 
which he was awarded the Compasso d’Oro in 1959. 
He also designed office equipment, typewriters, and 
furniture. There Sottsass made his name as a designer 
who, through colour, form and styling, managed 
to bring office equipment into the realm of popular 
culture. His first typewriters, the Tekne 3 and the 
Praxis 48, were characterised by their sobriety and 
their angularity. With Perry A. King, Sottsass created 
the Valentine in 1969 which is considered today as a 
milestone in twentieth century design.

While continuing to design for Olivetti in the 1960s, 
Sottsass developed a range of objects which were 
expressions of his personal experiences travelling 
in the United States and India. These objects 
included large altar-like ceramic sculptures and his 
Superboxes, radical sculptural gestures presented 
within a context of consumer product, as conceptual 
statements. Covered in bold and colourful, simulated 
custom laminates, they were precursors to Memphis, 
a movement which came more than a decade later. 
Around this time, Sottsass said: “I didn’t want to do 
any more consumerist products, because it was clear 
that the consumerist attitude was quite dangerous.” 
In the 1960s, the term ‘conspicuous consumption’ 
spread, referring to excessive materialism. As a result, 
his work from the late 1960s to the 1970s was defined 
by experimental collaborations with younger designers 
such as Superstudio and Archizoom Associati, and 
association with the Radical movement, culminating in  

Ettore Sottsass 
1917 – 2007

the foundation of Memphis at the turn of the decade.
In 1968, the Royal College of Art in London granted 
Sottsass an honorary doctorate. Sottsass and 
Fernanda Pivano divorced in 1970, and in 1976 
Sottsass married Barbara Radice, an art critic and 
journalist.

When Roberto Olivetti succeeded as head of the 
company, he named Sottsass artistic director and 
offered him a high salary, but Sottsass refused. 
Instead he created the Studio Olivetti independent 
of Olivetti and became instantly the most creative 
international centre of design associating research 
with creation and industrial strategy. His concern that 
his creativity would have been stifled by corporate 
work is documented in his 1973 essay When I was a 
Very Small Boy.

With the rise of new groups (Global tools, 
Archizoom, Superstudio, UFO, Zzigurat, 9999) the 
handmade appeared suddenly as the new game 
for experimentation. In October 1980, Sottsass was 
confronted with two proposals, one from Renzo 
Brugola, a dear old friend and carpenter, telling 
him his will “to make something together like in 
the good old times,” and the other one from Mario 
and Brunella Godani, owners of the Design Gallery 
Milano, who asked him to create “new furniture” for 
their gallery.

Ettore Sottsass founded the Memphis Group in Milan 
on 11 December 1980. The original name of the 
group was supposed to be “The New Design” but a 
Bob Dylan record got stuck on the song “Stuck Inside 
of Mobile with the Memphis Blues Again” during their 
first meeting, so they took their name from that song. 
The group was active from 1981 to 1988 and has 
radically changed the scenario of Italian and world 
design. Like many creative movements, Memphis was 
a reaction against the status quo and revolutionised 
design, introducing fun humour and strikingly bold 
colour combinations. The 1950s/1960s mid-century 
Modernism and the 1970s Minimalism  were about 
structure and straight lines. 

To counter that, Sottsass centred the group’s thinking 
around ‘radical, funny, and outrageous’ - essentially, 
disregarding what was considered in ‘good taste’ 
at that time. The geometric figures of Art Deco, the 
colour palette of Pop Art, and 1950s kitsch inspired 
their unusual aesthetic. The Memphis group’s work 
often incorporated plastic laminate and terrazzo 
materials and was characterised by ephemeral design 
featuring colourful and abstract decoration as well as 
asymmetrical shapes, sometimes arbitrarily alluding 
to exotic or earlier styles. 

As the Memphis movement in the 1980s attracted 
attention worldwide for its energy and flamboyance, 
Ettore Sottsass began assembling a major design 
consultancy, which he named Sottsass Associati. 
Sottsass Associati was established in 1980 and gave 
the possibility to build architecture on a substantial 
scale as well as to design for large international 
industries. Besides Ettore Sottsass, the other 
founding members were Aldo Cibic, Marco Marabelli, 
Matteo Thun and Marco Zanini. Later, also Johanna 
Grawunder, Marco Susani and Mike Ryan would join 
the firm. In 1985, Sottsass left Memphis to focus 
on the Associati. Primarily an architectural practice, 
Sottsass Associati is now based in London and Milan 
and continues to sustain the work, philosophy and 
culture of the studio. The Memphis Group disbanded 
in 1987 mostly because its members found it difficult 
to sustain their commercial success after the hype 
of their new movement had faded. However, the 
Memphis Group remains an important source of 
inspiration for contemporaneous designers.  

One of the most influential and important figures 
of the last century, Sottsass has participated in all 
radical movements from the 1970s and 1980s. 
Sottsass died in 2007 at the age of 90 years. The 
major retrospective of work by Sottsass from 2018 
in the Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam), was cancelled 
due to a disagreement between the curators and 
Sottsass’s heirs. This dispute confirms the exceptional 
circumstance of these three pieces of furniture being 
offer for auction.
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103
Ettore Sottsass
(Innsbruck 1917 - Milan 2007)
Carlton Room Divider
Executed by Memphis Milano in 1981 (manufacturer’s label on 
the back)
Coloured and laminated wood, 
H. 195.6 x W. 190.2 x D. 32.1 cm 
Provenance:
- Copi, The Hague (1990)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature: 
- Commercial catalogue, Memphis Milano, Milan, 1986, p. 3
- Barbara Radice, Ettore Sottsass: A Critical Biography, Norton, 
London, 1993, p. 199
- Giampiero Bosoni, Italy: Contemporary Domestic Landscapes, 
1945-2000, Skira, Milan, 2001, p. 232
- Giuliana Gramigna, Repertorio del Design Italiano, 1950-
2000, Vol. 2, Umberto Allemandi, Turin, 2003, p. 300
- Giuliana Gramigna, Le Fabbriche del Design, Umberto 
Allemandi, Turin, 2007, p. 170
- Giampiero Bosoni, Il Modo Italiano: Design e Avanguardie 

102
Ettore Sottsass
(Innsbruck 1917 - Milan 2007)
Malide Vase (1986)
Marked E. Sottsass per Memphis by Compania Vetraria 
Muranese on the foot
Executed by Toso Vetri d’Arte, Murano, for Memphis, Milan
Coloured Glass, H. 51.9 cm (with original wooden case)
Provenance:
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
Ettore Sottsass, Sottsass: Glass Works, Arnoldsche,
Stuttgart,1998, p. 34 & 150 
Note:
The Malide Vase reflects Sottsass’s interest in classical 
archetypal forms and applied ornament on Greek and Roman 
vessels. From these shapes and decorative elements, he 
composed new assemblages that explore structure, colour, and 
transparencies, with exaggerated ornament that pushes them 
toward sculpture, leaving only a vestige of functionality. Each 
piece in the first Memphis collection was named for a star and 
assembled by hot welding components. The second Memphis 
collection, with works such as Malide, evoking classical Greece, 
used the controversial choice of chemical glue to combine 
glass of varying shapes, colours thicknesses, and opacities. The 
result emphasises a machine-like precision and clarity between 
the articulation of parts the Malide Vase fulfil Sottsass’s desire 
to “deviate from the established conventions”. 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

101
Ettore Sottsass
(Innsbruck 1917 - Milan 2007)
Ashoka Table Lamp
Executed by Memphis Milano in 1981 (manufacturer’s label on 
the foot)
Lacquered and chromium-plated metal, 
H. 85.8 x W. 74.5 x D. 8 cm 
Provenance:
- The Gallery Mourmans, Knokke (1998)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature: 
Memphis 1981-1988, Groninger Museum, Groningen, 1990, p. 
18, no. 95 (ill.)
Note:
The ‘Ashoka’ Table Lamp is one of several lamps designed by 
Ettore Sottsass for Memphis. In form this is the closest to the 
‘cactus’ or ‘totem’ design language of some of his furniture, 
like the Carlton Room Divider. 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

Artistiche in Italia nel XX secolo, Skira, Milan and Montreal, 
2007, p. 31
- Patrizia Ranzo, Ettore Sottsass, 24 Ore Cultura, Milan, 2011, 
cover and p. 73
- Philippe Thomé, Ettore Sottsass (Design), Phaidon Press, 
London, 2014, p. 303
Note:
Sottsass’s Carlton Room Divider – or bookcase, created in 
1981, is designed for the group’s first collection and epitomises 
Sottsass use of brightly coloured laminates, graphic forms and 
non-functional elements that became the defining style of the 
decade. It reads as a bookcase, a room divider and a dresser, 
depending on who you ask. Its form is ambiguous enough to 
question, at first glance, whether it is a piece of furniture at all. 
The Carlton’s seemingly haphazard arrangement of partitions 
and voids is actually based on a logical system of equilateral 
triangles, which support both the slanted and flat shelves. 
This design became one of the most recognisable Memphis 
products partly due to its size – measuring nearly 2 metres tall 
and almost as wide. 
€ 5.000 - 10.000 

101 102
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107
Salvador Dalí 
(Figueras 1904 - 1989) 
Castor & Pollux (1974)
Both with signature, title and numbered 1510/2000 (Castor) 
and 918/2000 (Pollux) on the foot
Two silver-plated metal pricket candlesticks, both H. 30.1 cm
(2x) 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

108
Prof. Wulf Schneider for Thonet 
(Stuttgart 1943) 
Model S 3501 (2006) 
Marked Thonet on the bottom of the frame and right armrest
Adjustable chromed tubular steel design, moving backrest and 
pull-out seat, covered with black leather and black painted 
wooden armrests. 
H. 84 x W. 76 x D. 110 cm / D. 150 cm  (extended)
Provenance:
- Wilhelmina Winkel, Amsterdam (2012)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
Ettore Sottsass, Sottsass: Glass Works, Arnoldsche, Stuttgart, 
1998, p. 34 & 150
Note:
“I wanted this design to be a combination of contemporary 
comfort and classic design language. The furniture is intended 
to have its own independent character, one that suits the 
lifestyles of modern people and that matches Thonet’s 
program.” - Wulf Schneider
€ 800 - 1.200 

109
Ricietl Vurkovitsky
(1952)
Untitled
Signed and annotated P.F.S. on the lower back of the bronze
Bronze, steel and rope, H. 210.1 cm
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

105
Studio Job (Job Smeets & Nynke Tynagel)
(Hamont 1969 & Bergeijk 1977)
Vase (2004) 
Dated 04 and 03, numbered 118/250 and stamped Studio Job 
Makkum on the bottom
Designed by Studio Job for Royal Tichelaar Makkum
Hand painted and glazed ceramic, H. 23.2 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

106
M.C. Escher
(Leeuwarden 1898 - Laren (NH) 1972)
Icosaëder (1963)
Marked with monogram of the artist
Tin box, H. 13.8 cm
Note:
The box was designed by Escher as a promotional gift for the 
tin manufacturer Verblifa (De Vereenigde Blikfabrieken) on the 
occasion of their 75-year jubilee. The so-called ‘Verblifa-tin’ 
is an icosahedron: an even polyhedron with twenty triangular 
faces, decorated with starfish and shells.
€ 600 - 800 

104
Studio Job (Job Smeets & Nynke Tynagel)
(Hamont 1969 & Bergeijk 1977)
Box (2004) 
Signed, dated 03, numbered 29/250 and stamped Makkum 
Studio Job on the bottom
Designed by Studio Job for Royal Tichelaar Makkum
Hand painted and glazed ceramic, 
H. 19.9 x W. 19.9 x D. 19.8 cm
Note:
For Royal Tichelaar Makkum, which history dates back to 
1954, Studio Job has designed Still Life, a series consisting 
of five classical ceramic objects that are akin to the Delftware 
traditions with renewed life. The hand-painted decoration 
from the imaginary world of Studio Job were applied to the 
pieces using the majolica technique, resulting in various 
transparencies and shades. The complete series has been 
exhibited in the Museum of Modern Art & Design (New York). 
€ 600 - 1.000 
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115
Anish Kapoor
(Mumbai, 1954)
Les Objets d’Artistes: A Vase
Incised © ANISH KAPOOR 1993 BELGIUM on the bottom of 
the terra cotta base
Edition of unlimited size
Published by Slegten & Toegemann, Brussels, with original 
packaging and booklet
Ceramics on terra cotta base, H. 11 x W. 23.6 x D. 18.9 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Binnen, Amsterdam (2002) (incl. copy of invoice)
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note:
Anish Kapoor is a British sculptor of Indian descent who lives 
and works in London and is considered one of the greatest 
figures of contemporary art. Perhaps most famous for 
sculptures in the public space, that are both adventures in 
form and feats of engineering, Kapoor manoeuvres between 
vastly different scales, across numerous series of work. Kapoor 
is a representative of a group of English sculptors who became 
known under the name ’New British Sculpture’. The group is 
characterised by strikingly colourful, playful and poetic use 
of materials. Correspondingly, a certain nonchalance and an 
almost ‘painterly’ character is given by Kapoor to the prevailing 
heavy and massive materials in sculpture - such as wood, stone, 
bronze or steel.
Principally, the artist’s work can be translated as a synthesis 
of two different worlds: India, where he grew up until he was 
17 and England, where he has lived ever since. A trip to his 
native country in 1979 inspired Kapoor to create his own visual 
language in which he strives for a unity of conflicting elements. 
Therefore, his images often deal with the antithesis between 
men and women, light and shadow, organic and geometric, 
spiritual and material, inside and outside.
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

112
Jeroen Henneman
(Haarlem 1942)
Potlood en Papier (Pencil and Paper)
Signed, dated 2012 and numbered 5/10 on the foot
Stainless steel, H. 40 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

113
Bert Frijns
(Kerkrade 1953)
Tweedelige Balans (Bipartite Balance)
One signed and dated 1990 on the rim
Transparent glass, H. 20.7 cm / Diam. 48.8 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

110
Antonius Höckelmann
(Oelde 1937 - Cologne 2000)
Ohne Titel (Untitled)
Signed with initials, dated 1990-91 and numbered 2/6 on the 
side
Bronze, H. 24.9 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Van Esch, Eindhoven (1991)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

111
Vladimir Zbyňovský
(Bratislava 1964)
Untitled 
Signed and dated 96 on the lower corner of glass
Glass and granite, H. 41.6 cm
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

114
Pierre Lumey 
(Wahlwiller 1948)
Terugblik (Retrospect)
Signed with initials, dated 96 and numbered 2 (from an edition 
of 3) on the foot
Painted bronze, H. 97.6 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Hüsstege, Den Bosch (1997)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 600 - 1.000 
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Joseph Beuys
(Krefeld 1921 - 1986)
Ein-Stein-Zeit (aus: Dasendedes20.Jahrhunderts)
Signed, numbered 229/500 and stamped with titled and date 
1984 on the reverse
Photograph by Magdalena Broska
Printed by Free International University, Gelsenkirchen
Silkscreen on zinc with soldered mounting suspension on the 
reverse, 28.5 x 40 cm (in wooden box) 
Provenance:
- Galerie OKK, Oostzaan (1990)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 800 - 1.200 

117
Antoni Tàpies
(Barcelona 1923 - 2012)
Deux Taches Symétriques (Two Symmetrical Spots) (1968) 
Signed lower right
Numbered 17/75 lower left
Lithograph, 74 x 102 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

118
Jake & Dinos Chapman 
(Cheltenham 1966 & London 1962)
Unhappy Meal (2002) 
Signed lower left
Numbered 92/125 lower right
Published by White Cube, London
Etching on Somerset paper, 38.1 x 70.5 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

116
Tom Wesselmann
(Cincinnati 1931 - New York City 2004)
Monica Reclining Towards Right (1990)
Signed and numbered 2/26 lower right
Lithograph, 89.6 cm x 128.7 cm
Provenance: 
- Auction Christie’s, London, 14 September 2010, lot 440
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 3.000 - 5.000 
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124
Sage Barnes
(USA 1995)
The Cost of Love
Signed lower right
Numbered 9/15 lower left
Lithograph in colours, 60.4 x 44.9 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

123
Zao Wou-Ki
(Peking 1920 - Nyon 2013)
Untitled
Signed and dated 61 lower right
Numbered E.A. (besides the edition of 125) lower left
Lithograph in colours, 50.3 x 47.1 (image size) / 65.4 x 50.2 cm 
(sheet size) 
€ 600 - 800

120
Lynn Chadwick
(London 1914 - Bisley 2003)
Composition No. 39
Signed and dated 66 lower right
Indian ink on paper, 73.7 x 49.3 cm (measured within the 
mount)
Provenance:
- Galerie D’Eendt, Amsterdam (inv. no. 1968/1305)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

121
Lynn Chadwick
(London 1914 - Bisley 2003)
Composition No. 32
Signed and dated 65 lower right
Indian ink and gouache on paper, 62.6 x 47.8 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie D’Eendt, Amsterdam (inv. no. 1968/1298)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

122
Francisco Toledo
(Juchitán de Zaragoza 1940 - Oxaca 2019)
Carta Para Felicitar a un Cochino (Letter to Congratulate 
a Pig) (1985)
Signed and numbered 99/100 lower left
Lithograph in colours, 88 x 55 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

125
Jasper Johns 
(Allendale 1930)
Untitled, from the Geldzahler Portfolio
Signed and dated ‘98 lower right
Numbered 55/75 lower left
Published by The Estate Project for Artists with AIDS, New York 
and Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles
Aquatint and etching, 44.8 x 30.2 (image size) / 75.6 x 55.7 cm 
(sheet size)
Provenance: 
- Auction Phillips de Pury & Company, New York, 8 June 2010, 
lot 315
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Literature:
Gemini G.E.L. 1744
€ 2.000 - 4.000 
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128
Lucassen
(Amsterdam 1939)
Succes 
Oil and arrangement on canvas in framework, 
46.3 x 38.6 x 4.9 cm
Provenance:
Family of the artist
€ 800 - 1.200 

129
Lucassen
(Amsterdam 1939)
Gott, Eva Adam
Oil and arrangement on canvas in framework, 
41 x 51.9 x 8.6 cm
Provenance:
Family of the artist
€ 800 - 1.200 

127
Keith Haring
(Reading 1958 - New York City 1990)
N°1 Spirit of Art Coffee Service
Executed by Villeroy & Boch in 1991
Edition of 500
Comprising six coffee cups and saucers, six plates, a sugar 
bowl with lid, a creamer, coffeepot with lid and a dish
Porcelain, various sizes
Note:
In original packaging and including certificate of authenticity 
by Villeroy & Boch and the Keith Haring Estate, numbered 156.
(22x)
€ 600 - 1.000 

126
A.R. Penck 
(Dresden 1939 - Zürich 2017)
Untitled
Signed on the reverse
Hand painted and glazed ceramic plate, Diam. 27.3 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Willy Schoots, Eindhoven
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

130
Damien Hirst
(Bristol 1965)
Star Spin Painting (2009)
Stamped with artist’s signature on the reverse
Acrylic on paper, 50.4 x 52.8 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
This work was created at the Damien Hirst Spin Workshop 
at the opening of Damien Hirst’s ‘Requiem’ exhibition at the 
Pinchuk Art Centre in Kiev on 25 & 26 April 2009.
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

131
Damien Hirst
(Bristol 1965)
Spin Painting (2009)
Stamped with artist’s signature on the reverse
Acrylic on paper, Diam. 51.6 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
This work was created at the Damien Hirst Spin Workshop 
at the opening of Damien Hirst’s ‘Requiem’ exhibition at the 
Pinchuk Art Centre in Kiev on 25 & 26 April 2009.
€ 1.500 - 2.500 
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135
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta)
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966)
Frankenstein Spray & Hearts Spray & Can I Love You! (3x)
Each thumb printed, dated 2017 and numbered 64/260 & 
49/260 & 42/260 on the bottom
Three spray cans finished with spray paint making each one 
unique, each H. 19 cm
(3x)
€ 600 - 1.000 

136
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta)
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966)
Yves Saint Laurent (Life is Wonderful)
Signed centre left
Annotated Life is Wonderful and dated 09 on the reverse
Screenprint with acrylic on comic strips laid down on paper, 
76.6 x 57.6 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

133
Kenny Scharf
(Hollywood 1958)
Wheel Covers
All signed and dated 94 and numbered on the reverse
Four spray-painted and painted wheel covers, 
each Diam. 36.2 cm
(4x)
€ 2.500 - 3.500 

134
The London Police
(Chaz Barrison: London 1974 & Bob Gibson: London 1977)
Untitled
Signed, signed with monogram and dated 4701 (4 July 2001) 
lower left
Mixed media on canvas, 59.9 x 59.9 cm
Note:
The London Police is a fearless British Street Art collective 
between Chaz Barrison and Bob Gibson, who became known 
across the walls of Europe since 1998. The bold simplicity, 
slick linework and iconic LAD motifs have become iconic and 
are a particularly dominant presence throughout Amsterdam, 
the collective’s adoptive home. From 2002 onward TLP started 
sending missionaries into all corners of the globe. London 
policemen have come and gone but founding members are still 
known to walk the streets of every city in the world spreading the 
love with pens and stickers.
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

132
Don Ken
(Ghent 1956)
Big Days Ahead
Signed lower right
Titled upper centre
Mixed media on paper, 76.1 x 57.2 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 600 - 1.000 

137
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta)
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966)
Hitchcock
Signed and annotated $ on the reverse
Stencil with acrylic on paper, 76.7 x 55.7 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.500 - 2.500 
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139
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta)
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966)
Charlie Chaplin (Life is Beautiful)
Signed centre left
Signed, titled, dated 2013 and numbered N° A52450625A 
on the reverse
Stencil and mixed media on canvas laid down on panel, 
162.7 x 121.9 cm
Provenance:
- Galeries Bartoux, Singapore
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
Thierry Guetta, best known by his moniker Mr. Brainwash, is a 
French-born, Los Angeles-based street artist. A provocative 
figure in the world of street art, Mr. Brainwash practices an 
irreverent brand of appropriation. Much like Warhol, Mr. 
Brainwash re-appropriates popular images and juxtaposes 
them within his canvas - however, where Warhol used 
Marilyn, Brainwash uses Charlie Chaplin. The artist subtly 
alters the picture or its context, mischievously undermining 
the tone of the source material. A number of critics have 
observed that his works strongly emulate the styles and 
concepts of Banksy, and have speculated that Guetta is an 
elaborate prank staged by Banksy, who may have created 
the works himself. He has been quoted as saying: “Banksy 
captured me becoming an artist, in the end, I became his 
biggest work of art.”
€ 35.000 - 45.000 

138
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta)
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966)
Hendrix
Signed lower left and numbered 6/70 lower right
With finger print and authenticity sticker and dated 2015 on 
the reverse
Screenprint and acrylic on paper, 76.3 x 75.4 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 
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142
Herman Brood
(Zwolle 1946 - Amsterdam 2001)
Mama Please Come Home
Signed left side 
Titled lower side 
Mixed media on canvas, 90.1 x 205.3 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

141
Herman Brood
(Zwolle 1946 - Amsterdam 2001)
Mama Don’t Come Home No More
Signed and titled lower centre
Mixed media on canvas, 205.4 x 110.1 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

140
Herman Brood
(Zwolle 1946 - Amsterdam 2001)
My Man
Signed right side
Mixed media on canvas, 100.1 x 80.1 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 
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144
Bernard Andreoletti
(France 1953)
Untitled
Signed and dated 2014 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 100.2 x 100.2 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

143
Bernard Andreoletti
(France 1953)
S.O
Signed, titled, dated 2014 and numbered No°2 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 79.7 x 79.5 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

145
Bernard Andreoletti
(France 1953)
New Horizon
Signed, titled and dated 2016 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 100 x 81 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

143
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150
Bertil Vallien
(Stockholm 1938)
Untitled
Signed upper right and inscribed 7188199 Kosta Boda Unique 
on lower right corner of glass window
Cast glass, decorated, on gilded board, framed, 124.4 x 62.7 cm
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

148
Floris Jespers
(Borgerhout 1889 - Antwerp 1965)
Witch Doctor
Signed on the bottom
Mixed media sculpture, H. 48.1 cm
Provenance:
- Adams Auctions, Amsterdam, 17 October 2017, lot 326
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

149
Jeroen Buitenman
(Amsterdam 1973) 
Benen in Zilver (Legs in Silver)
Signed on the foot
Chrome-plated bronze, H. 40.8 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

146
Jean Delcourt
(Belgium 1939)
À la Barre (The Rider)
Signed and numbered P.u 1/1 on the fender
Bronze, H. 43.7 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

147
Rowan Gillespie
(Blackrock 1953)
Sleeping Nude
Signed, dated ‘81 and numbered 2/9 on the lower body
Bronze, metal and Perspex, L. 27.5 cm
€ 2.500 - 3.500 
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155
Dadamaino
(Milan 1935 - 2004)
Volume
Signed, titled and dated 1958 on the stretcher
Water paint on canvas, 70 x 50 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, Italy
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity published by Archivio 
Dadamaino, with archive number 186/10 and dated 9 April 
2010.

The Italian visual artists and painter Eduarda Dadamaino, best 
known for her black-and-white hole works, was a member of 

153
Bernard Aubertin
(Fontenay-aux-Roses 1934 - Reutlingen 2015)
Livre Brûlé Rosenberg (Rosenburg Burnt Book) (2010)
Signed lower centre of right page
Mixed media (burnt matches) on book, 30.5 x 44.7 cm
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity published by Archivio 
Opere Bernard Aubertin, with archive number LBRR-
2460000012014-RSN, dated 1 December 2014.
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

154
Bernard Aubertin
(Fontenay-aux-Roses 1934 - Reutlingen 2015)
Dessins de Feu sur Aluminium (Fire Drawings on Aluminum)
Signed and dated 2009 lower centre
Mixed media (burnt matches) on aluminum, 30 x 30 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection, Milan
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity published by Archivio 
Opere Bernard Aubertin, with archive number DFA-
5300000902015-RSN, dated 18 March 2015.
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

151
Bernard Aubertin
(Fontenay-aux-Roses 1934 - Reutlingen 2015)
Livre Brûlé (Burnt Book)
Signed and dated 2010 on the reverse
Mixed media (burnt book) on plywood behind Perspex, 
40.9 x 50.9 x 5.4 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

152
Bernard Aubertin
(Fontenay-aux-Roses 1934 - Reutlingen 2015)
Voiture Brûlé (Burnt Car)
Signed and dated 2010 on the reverse
Mixed media (burnt model car) on plywood behind Perspex, 
30.2 x 40.8 x 7.6 cm
Note:
Including a signed and stamped photo certificate of authenticity 
by Archivio Opere Bernard Aubertin.
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

the Milanese avant-garde of the 1960s. Born Eduarda Emilia 
Maino in Milan, she studied medicine before deciding to pursue 
an art career, where she emerged as a pioneer in the avant-
garde movements of her time. Shortly after her first solo show, 
Dadamaino joined Azimuth, a group funded by Piero Manzoni, 
and the Germany-based Group Zero formed by Heinz Mack, 
Otto Piene and Günther Uecker. This series, Volumi (Volumes), 
made in dialogue with the work of Lucio Fontana, exemplifies 
Dadamaino’s development of a conceptual, spatio-temporal 
approach to painting. Dadaimano was part of the Nul group 
exhibition in the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam in 1962. The 
artist died on April 13, 2004 in Milan, Italy. Her works are in 
the collections of the Tate Gallery in London and the Peggy 
Guggenheim Collection in Venice, among others.
€ 24.000 - 28.000 
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159
Cole Morgan
(New York City 1950)
“Act One Scene One”
Signed and dated ‘88 lower right
Signed, titled and dated 1988 on the reverse
Titled, dated 1988 and numbered #822 on a label on the 
stretcher
Mixed media and collage on canvas, 99.8 x 99.8 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
In original artist’s frame. 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

158
Rob Keijzer
(Alkmaar 1958)
“Sin Ti No Siento Nada”
Signed lower left
Signed, titled, dated 2002 and annotated Atelier Weesp on 
the reverse
Oil on canvas, 99.9 x 119.8 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

156
Jan Meijer
(Assen 1927 - Dieudonné 1995)
Abstract Composition
Signed and dated 1/64 upper right
Signed and dated 1/64 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 81.5 x 64.9 cm
Provenance:
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 10 June 1999, lot 381
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

157
Jan Meijer
(Assen 1927 - Dieudonné 1995)
Visser in Sloep in Vissershaven (Fisherman in Sloop in Fishing 
Port)
Signed and dated 54 lower left
Oil on canvas, 64.9 x 100.1 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by family of the present owner
€ 1.000 - 2.000 
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164
Engelbert L’Hoëst
(Amersfoort 1919 - Soesterberg 2008)
Water Landscape
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 40.2 x 60.1 cm
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

162
Engelbert L’Hoëst
(Amersfoort 1919 - Soesterberg 2008)
Evening landscape
Signed lower left
Mixed media on paper, 88.1 x 67.8 cm
Provenance:
Family of the artist
€ 800 - 1.200 

163
Engelbert L’Hoëst
(Amersfoort 1919 - Soesterberg 2008)
Polder met Sloot (Polder Landscape)
Signed lower left
Titled and with studio stamp on the reverse
Oil and sand on panel, 78.7 x 59.6 cm
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

160
Antonietta Peeters
(Goirle 1967)
‘Twee Baaien’ (Two Bays)
Signed, titled and dated maart 2001 Nes a.d. Amstel on the 
reverse
Oil on burlap, 60.1 x 51.2 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

161
Pete Westcott
(Birmingham 1947)
Dazzling Dive 
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 59.8 x 89.9 cm
Provenance:
- Obsession of Art, Bergen (incl. certificate and original invoice)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
Accompanied by the book J. B. van Zoelen and P. Westcott, 
Zee van Zijn, Uitgeverij Rebounce Publishing, Bergen, 2011.
€ 800 - 1.200 

165
Engelbert L’Hoëst
(Amersfoort 1919 - Soesterberg 2008)
Landscape with Sun
Signed with initials lower right
Signed, dated 1996 and annotated Voor Jacqueline’s 
verjaardag on the reverse
Oil on board, 18.3 x 24.4 cm
Provenance:
Family of the artist
€ 1.000 - 1.500 
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171
Ernst Vijlbrief
(Utrecht 1934 - Amsterdam 2010)
Sluyerstaart III
Signed and dated 62 lower right
Titled on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 99.7 x 99.9 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
On the stretcher a label of Gemeente Musea Amsterdam 
numbered A23408.
€ 600 - 1.000 

168
Guillaume Lo-A-Njoe
(Amsterdam 1937)
Cultureshock
Signed lower left
Signed and titled on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 199.1 x 139.4 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

169
Ernst Vijlbrief
(Utrecht 1934 - Amsterdam 2010)
Hommage à Corneille
Signed, dated 1958 and indistinctly annotated YRZA (Ibiza) 
centre right
Gouache on paper, 60.5 x 43.3 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

170
Ernst Vijlbrief
(Utrecht 1934 - Amsterdam 2010)
Untitled
Signed lower right 
Signed and dated 1966 on the reverse
Oil on canvas 130.2 x 99.7 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000 

166
Guillaume Lo-A-Njoe
(Amsterdam 1937)
Untitled
Signed lower right
Signed and dated 91 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 120.3 x 130.2 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

167
Guillaume Lo-A-Njoe
(Amsterdam 1937)
Untitled
Signed lower left
Signed on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 135.3 x 139.6 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

172
Ernst Vijlbrief
(Utrecht 1934 - Amsterdam 2010)
Rising Moon
Signed and dated ‘71 on the reverse
Signed, titled and dated ‘71 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 199.9 x 199.7 cm
Note:
In original artist’s frame.
€ 800 - 1.200 
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175
Jan te Wierik
(Hengelo 1954 - Rekken 2002)
Untitled
Signed and indistinctly dated 94 lower right
Mixed media on canvas, 70.3 x 60.3 cm
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

176
Jan te Wierik
(Hengelo 1954 - Rekken 2002)
Untitled
Signed and indistinctly dated 93 lower right
Mixed media on board, 101.8 x 70.1 cm
€ 1.200 - 1.800 

177
Etienne Elias
(Oostende 1936 - 2007)
“Onkuise Suzanna” (Promiscuous Suzanna)
Signed lower right
Signed, titled and dated ‘82 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 95.1 x 80.1 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

174
Claude Vénard
(Paris 1913 - Savary 1999)
Arlequin (Harlequin) 
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 72.9 x 60 cm
Provenance:
- Auction Mak van Waay, 24 October 1983, lot 370A
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.800 - 2.500 

173
Jaap Bouhuys
(Arnhem 1902 - Haarlem 1983)
Two Pierrots
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 80.2 x 68.5 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

178
Klaas Boonstra
(Krommenie 1905 - Schore 1999)
Hommage à Picasso
Signed and annotated Schore on the reverse
Oil on board, 82.1 x 122.4 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

179
Fred Sieger
(Amsterdam 1902 - Zevenaar 1999)
Composition
Signed and annotated x Zevenaar lower right
Dated 1984-1985 and numbered N° 303 on the reverse
Dated 1984-85 and numbered 303 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 134.6 x 139 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 
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182
Jan Roeland
(IJsselmuiden 1935)
Eend (Duck)
Signed and dated 2002 on the overlap
Signed and dated 2002 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 60.3 x 70.2 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

183
Sam Middleton
(New York City 1927 - Schagen 2015)
Untitled
Signed and dated 1964 lower right
Oil on board in original frame, 66.2 x 45.6 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

184
Bernard Quesniaux
(France 1953)
Sans Titre (Polyptyque)
Signed lower right
Mixed media and paper on nine attached panels, 
78.1 x 51.4 cm
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 700 - 1.000 

181
Igor Tcholaria
(Ochamchire 1959)
Untitled
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 65.1 x 54.1 cm
Provenance:
- Robinsons Art Gallery, Knokke 
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 600 - 1.000 

180
Wouter van Riessen
(Bloemendaal 1967)
Cyclops
Signed and dated 2008 on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 200.2 x 134.7 cm 
Provenance: 
Bought directly from the artist by the present owner
Exhibited:
- Museum voor Moderne Kunst, Arnhem, De Illusionist, 14 
March - 3 May 2009 
- Stedelijk Museum Schiedam, De ziel van een atheïst, 29 May 
- 2 October 2011
Note: 
“The Cyclops sees no perspective, one eye is staring straight 
ahead. He is caught in his own field of vision. The doll he holds 
is stiff as a plank. This figure is derived from the life-size pull 
string doll self-portrait I made in 2002. A pull string doll has no 
will of its own, it is at the mercy of whoever wants to play with 
it.” - Wouter van Riessen
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

185
Theo Kuijpers
(Helmond 1939)
Ravenna
Signed and dated ‘89 lower right
Mixed media and collage on paper, 114.1 x 149 cm
Provenance:
- Wetering Galerie, Amsterdam
- Collection Willy Schoots, Eindhoven
€ 600 - 1.000 
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190
Anton Heyboer
(Sabang 1924 - Den Ilp 2005)
Untitled
Signed twice and dated 1977 and 1976 lower right
Signed lower centre
Annotated voor maria heyboer maart 1977 gegeven lower left
Signed, dated 1977 and annotated eigendom Lotti Voûte no. 1 
verkocht on the reverse
Oil on canvas, 149.7 x 200 cm
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

188
Jan van Lokhorst
(Middelharnis 1954)
Untitled
Signed and dated 09 lower left
Mixed media on canvas, 139.8 x 139.8 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

189
Gerriet Postma
(Twijzelerheide 1932 - Groningen 2009)
Untitled (1993)
Signed lower right
Acrylics on canvas, 129.5 x 114.5 cm
Provenance: 
- Galerie Katuin, Groningen
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 800 - 1.200 

186
Jan van Lokhorst
(Middelharnis 1954)
Untitled
Signed and dated 10 lower centre
Oil on canvas, 79.6 x 99.6 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

187
Jan van Lokhorst
(Middelharnis 1954)
Untitled
Signed and dated ‘09 lower left
Mixed media on canvas, 110.2 x 190 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

191
Naata Nungurrayi
(Kumil, Western Australia 1932 - 2015)
Milky Way / Seven Sisters Dreaming
Signed and numbered 6739 on the reverse
Acrylic on canvas, 90.2 x 108.5 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection, Malaga, Spain
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 3.000 
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192
Klaas Gubbels
(Rotterdam 1934)
“Breedrood” (Wide Red) 
Signed, titled and dated 1986 on the reverse
Mixed media on canvas, 170.1 x 140 cm
Literature:
- Klaas Gubbels, Uitgeverij Waanders, Zwolle, 2002, p. 57, no. 
81 (cat. no. 72)
- K. Gubbels and G. Boudaille, Gubbels Totaal, Uitgeverij 
Terra/Lanoo, 2004, p. 173, no. 148
Exhibited:
Institut Néerlandais, Paris, 1992
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

193
Klaas Gubbels
(Rotterdam 1934)
Caffettiera (Coffeepot) 
Signed, signed with initials, dated twice ‘08 and numbered 
9/10 on the foot
Signed, dated ‘08 and numbered EA 9/10 on the bottom of 
the foot
Painted iron, H. 36.5 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

194
Arjan van Arendonk
(Waalwijk 1957) 
Floating Blue
Signed, titled, dated 2012 and numbered 16 on the reverse
Acrylic, silicone and printed fabric on board behind Perspex, 
H. 34.7 x W. 34.2 x D. 10.3 cm
€ 600 - 800 

195
Arjan van Arendonk
(Waalwijk 1957) 
Untitled
Signed and dated 2013 on the reverse
Acrylic, silicone and printed fabric on board behind Perspex, 
H. 41.2 x W. 34.1 x D. 20.3 cm
€ 700 - 900 
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197
Gernot Kissel 
(Worms 1939 - Speyer 2008)
Nude with Red Hair
Signed upper left
Oil on canvas, 53.1 x 58.9 cm
€ 600 - 1.000 

198
Gernot Kissel 
(Worms 1939 - Speyer 2008)
Reclining Nude
Signed lower right
Oil on canvas, 99.6 x 119.6 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

196
Sam Drukker
(Goes 1957)
“Vrouw met Koffer” (Woman with Suitcase) (2017)
Signed lower centre
Signed, titled and dated 2017 on the stretcher
Oil on canvas, 200 x 125 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Mokum, Amsterdam (2017) (incl. invoice)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

199
Emilio Kruithof
(Monster 1969)
Cupid’s Trick
Signed, titled and dated 2003 on the reverse
Mixed media on canvas, 77.9 x 47.6 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 
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Lita Cabellut is a Spanish multidisciplinary artist who lives 
and works in The Hague, the Netherlands. Cabellut is 
most renowned for her portraits of fictional and historical 
characters on large-scale canvases. Cabellut has developed 
a contemporary variation of the classic fresco technique 
and a recognisable personal palette style that emanates 
from her obsession to provide her characters with a ‘skin’. 
Beyond monumental paintings, Cabellut’s oeuvre includes: 
drawings on paper, sculptures, photography, scenography, 
installations, poetry, visual poems and videos. She has also 
expanded to opera scenography in the creation of stage, 
custom and video design. It is Lita Cabellut’s guiding poetic 
sense that stirs all these multidisciplinary tools. Pivotal to 
Cabellut’s art is her study of the human psyche. For Cabellut 
psychology simultaneously encapsulates “the beautiful and 
the ugly at the same time”. 
 
This passion – and in the words of Cabellut rather an 
‘obsession’ – for psychology started at an early age. Born 
in a village in Aragon, Cabellut moved to Barcelona as a 
child where her mother ran a brothel. She was left under the 
care of her grandmother but spent most of her days on the 
streets selling ‘imaginary stars’; on which Cabellut herself 
commented: “A child never recognises art as something 
separated. I sold imaginary stars on the streets. Is that not a 
true performance of art? But for me it was a way to survive.” 
When her grandmother passed away, Cabellut went to live 
in an orphanage. At the age of twelve she was adopted 
by a Catalan family. During this new period she discovered 
the Prado Museum and became inspired by the paintings 
of Goya, Velázquez, Ribera and Rembrandt. At this young 
age the artist’s philosophical awareness arose, in which art 
should be seen as a way of conceiving, seeing and feeling 
about life. As the artist later said: “Art is much more than 
material, it is a great empathy for the world, for life.” 

Lita Cabellut moved to the Netherlands at the age of 19 
to pursue her studies at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in 
Amsterdam, where she studied between 1982 and 1984. 
During these years her work was influenced by the Dutch 
masters and she developed some of the art techniques 
that have become her distinguishing mark. The “three big 
masters”who influenced her the most were Spain’s Goya, 
the early Florentine Renaissance sculptor Donatello, and the 
German composer Bach. In order to encapsulate the human 
psychology, Cabellut uses paint to create a certain illusion 
in which figuration does not exist. An artist has the ability to 
manipulate the eye of the beholder by creating an illusion 
through figuration, as was the case of Velazquez and Goya. 
This was recognised by the 13 year old Lita, upon seeing the 
haunting painting Pilgrimage to San Isidro (circa 1820) by 
Goya. To Cabellut, the painting evoked the expressions in 
the eyes of the people that she crossed in the gloomy streets 
of Barcelona.
 
The frequent museum visits Cabbelut enjoyed with her 
adoption family have drawn her to focus on figurative painting, 

predominantly portraiture. This is expressed in the artist’s 
many larger than life-size portraits of well-known personalities 
and unknown people. These heads are isolated in the image 
– timeless and without specific background. Cabellut’s use of 
lines, colours and her painting techniques are her means of 
expressing the atmosphere of human emotions. In this sense, 
her works are more than portraits. They appeal to archetypal 
and existential human states of being such as sadness, fear, 
vulnerability and defiance. See for an example lot 200 (Mijn 
Eigen Portret), a self-portrait of the artist. 
 
Cabellut’s work is grouped conceptually in collections or 
series of paintings. For example, the collection Frida,The 
Black Pearl (2010) pays tribute to Mexican artist Frida Kahlo, 
in which Cabellut depicts Kahlo’s life while incorporating 
many of her own experiences. This series inspired Cabellut 
to create Coco, The Testimony of Black and White (2011), a 
collection that portrays the fashion icon Coco Chanel through 
35 large-scale portraits. A Portrait of Human Knowledge 
(2012) continues Cabellut’s previous work with portraits of 
some of the most influential icons of knowledge from the past 
150 years, including Stravinsky, Nureyev, Marie Curie, Billie 
Holiday, Federico Garcia Lorca, Rudolf Steiner and Sigmund 
Freud. With The Trilogy of the Doubt (2013), a collection 
composed by socially inspired triptych paintings about power, 
injustice and ignorance, Cabellut received attention both in 
her native Spain as well as in the Netherlands. The portrait 
collection Dried Tear (2013) expresses Cabellut’s fascination 
and admiration for Asian culture. Her series about the Dutch 
Golden Age entitled The Black Tulip (2014) was inspired by 
one of the most famous national symbols of the Netherlands, 
the tulip. The innovative series A Chronicle of the Infinite 
(2018) addresses the effects of time and experience on the 
process of human transformation. This series mostly consists 
of triptychs, with one of the three being a human portrait; the 
second an abstract work; and, the last piece, a destruction of 
the figurative portrait. For Cabellut all portraits are great self-
portraits: they are a way to relive distant, hidden, present and 
latent emotions. As Cabellut states: “Every portrait is me. 
When I paint I am in the painting, it is me.”

Cabellut is recognised as the third most valued Spanish artist 
and her works have been exhibited in numerous museums 
around the world, including: Seoul Arts Center (Korea); 
Contemporary Art Museum (Sicily, Italy); and CSMVS (Mumbai, 
India). Her work is included in the permanent collections of 
several museums, such as: Museo Goya IberCaja (Zaragoza, 
Spain); Museo de Arte Contemporánea (Sicily, Italy); The Fendi 
Collection (Italy); Museu Europeu d’Art Modern (Spain); The 
Joop & Janine van de Ende Foundation (the Netherlands); 
and The Paul van Rensch Foundation (the Netherlands). Lita 
Cabellut is elected as ‘Kunstenaar van het jaar 2021’ (Artist of 
the year 2021).
 
When Lita Cabellut speaks about her own work, she refers to 
her childhood on the streets of Barcelona: “I still feel like I am 
selling stars.”

Lita Cabellut
1961

“People are not buying just
 paint, canvas and resin - 

it’s the magic and emotion 
that is the spirit of art.”
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201
Lita Cabellut
(Barcelona 1961)
Gitana (Gypsy)
Signed and dated 2004 on the reverse
Mixed media on canvas, 49.9 x 49.9 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

200
Lita Cabellut
(Barcelona 1961)
Mijn Eigen Portret (My Own Portrait)
Signed, dated 2007 and annotated Voor Siske on the reverse
Mixed media on canvas, 75.3 x 65.1 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

200

201
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204
Gerti Bierenbroodspot
(Amsterdam 1940)
Suggestion for Color and Scenery “Maasdam”
Signed, titled and dated 1993 lower left
Mixed media on paper, 69.6 x 136.4 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

203
Lita Cabellut
(Barcelona 1961)
Face
Signed and dated 2010 on the reverse
Mixed media on canvas, 75.2 x 65.2 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

202
Lita Cabellut
(Barcelona 1961)
Payaso (Clown) 
Mixed media on canvas, 57.1 x 41.8 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

205
Gerti Bierenbroodspot
(Amsterdam 1940)
Nudo IX
Signed, titled and dated 2000 lower right
Mixed media on paper, 122.2 x 66.9 cm
€ 800 - 1.200 

206
Jan Cremer
(Enschede 1940)
“Tulips”
Signed and dated ‘91 lower left
Signed, titled, dated 1991 and numbered OP007 on the 
backing of the frame
Oil on paper, 65.5 x 50 cm
€ 800 - 1.000 

202 203

204

205

206
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208
Hans op de Beeck 
(Turnhout 1969)
“Possible Panoramas” - A Series of 5 Landscapes (5x)
Each print signed, dated 2007 and numbered 11/25 (an edition 
of 25 + 5 A.P.) lower right. Each titled lower left and annotated 
“Panorama” 1-5 lower centre
Each print 54 x 117.5 cm 
In portfolio, signed, titled, dated 2007 and numbered 11/25 
(an edition of 15 + 5 A.P.) on the side
Provenance:
- Galerie Ron Mandos, Amsterdam
- Private collection, Amsterdam
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

207
Hans op de Beeck 
(Turnhout 1969)
“Men Shaking Hands”
Signed and dated 2008 lower right
Signed, titled and dated 2008 on the reverse
Watercolour and pencil on Hahnemuhle paper, 30 x 20 cm
Provenance:
- Galerie Ron Mandos, Amsterdam
- Private collection, Amsterdam
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

207 208

208
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211
Carlo Nangeroni
(New York City 1922 - Milan 2018)
Senza Titolo (Untitled) 
Signed and dated 97 on the reverse
Acrylic on canvas, 65 x 101 cm
Provenance:
- LAC - Lagorio Arte Contemporanea, Brescia
- Private collection, Italy
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

210
Mark Kostabi 
(Los Angeles 1960)
Nor’easter
Signed and dated 1997 lower right
Acrylic on cardboard, 122.3 x 95.1 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection, Malaga, Spain
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

209
Mark Kostabi 
(Los Angeles 1960)
The Flower of Time
Signed and dated 1999 lower right
Signed, titled, dated 1999 and numbered 12-6-00-Bienvu on 
the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 121.9 x 121.6 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection, Malaga, Spain
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

212
Pim Lenos
(Schiedam 1945)
Untitled (Triptych)
Oil on plywood, framed, each approx. 24.4 x 162.6 cm
(3x) 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

213
Pim Lenos
(Schiedam 1945)
Black C
Signed, titled and dated 2010 lower right
Oil on paper, 74.6 x 105.4 cm
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

209 210

211

212

213
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216
Zhuang Hong Yi
(Sichuan 1962)
Flowerbed
Signed, signed in Chinese and dated 07 on the reverse
Cut and painted rice paper on canvas behind Perspex, 
H. 61.4 x W. 61.4 x D. 19.5 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

215
Zhuang Hong Yi
(Sichuan 1962)
Composition (Triptych)
Signed and dated ‘03 on the reverse
Mixed media and collage on three attached canvases, framed, 
71.8 x 61.2 cm
Provenance:
- Kunstgalerij de Vuyst, Lokeren
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 800 - 1.500 

214
Liu Zhiyin
(China 1980)
Looks Beautiful 
Signed, dated 2010 and numbered 6/8 on the lower back
Painted polyester, H. 62.2 cm
€ 2.500 - 4.500 

216

215

214
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219
Wang Yigang
(Heilongjiang 1961)
Abstract A23
Signed with initials, signed in Chinese and dated 2016 lower 
right
Oil and collage on newspaper, 45.8 x 62.4 cm
Provenance:
Collection Martinelli Gallery, Lodi (acquired directly from the 
artist)
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

218
Wang Yigang
(Heilongjiang 1961)
Abstract
Signed in Chinese and dated 2016 lower right
Oil on canvas, 100.4 x 170.6 cm
Provenance:
Collection Martinelli Gallery, Lodi (acquired directly from the 
artist)
Note:
The Chinese visual artist and curator Wang Yigang was born 
in 1961 in the province of Heilongjiang, China. When Yigang 
kicked off his studies at the Oil Painting Department at the 
Luxun Academy of Fine Arts in Senhyang – of which he 
graduated in 1986 – he was heavily influenced by Cubism and 
Futurism. Yigang’s style can broadly be described as Abstract 
Art – despite the presence of some recognisable forms. In his 
paintings the spatial perspective has turned into a perspective 
of colour. The intense colours count as the main element of the 
artist’s work. The artist’s preference for abstract visual language 
originates from the idea that narration as well as logic are 
barely of added value in the arts. Hence, Yigang’s art is based 
on gesture: a fast gesture that is born from a deep impulse and 
above all accompanies the materials.
€ 22.000 - 28.000 

217
Zhuang Hong Yi
(Sichuan 1962)
Untitled
Signed and dated ‘06 on the reverse
Mixed media and collage on canvas, 140.2 x 119.9 cm
Provenance:
- Private collection, the Netherlands
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 17 June 2013, lot 53
- Collection Helianthushof, Kruiningen 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

218

219

217
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220
Hans Kanters
(Amsterdam 1947)
De Magistraat (The Magistrate) 
Signed lower right
Oil on paper, 49.1 x 54.8 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 2.500 - 3.500 

221
Hans Kanters
(Amsterdam 1947)
Voorbode (Prelude) 
Signed lower right
Oil on paper laid down on plastic sheet, 37 x 29 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

220

221

Hans Kanters          
1947

Dutch self-taught artist Hans Kanters, who gained success with his painted fantasies in the early 1970s, has 
been performing with his ‘Surrealist theatre’ for fifty years. Unhindered by fashion, traditions or dogmas, 
Kanters immediately took his own path. This has not made Kanters an outsider in Dutch art history. According 
to himself he is indebted to the artists Carel Willink (1900-1983), Salvadori Dalí (1904-1989) and Max Ernst 
(1891-1976). 
Dream landscapes, visions and delusions: scenes that are hard to believe, though somehow plausible are 
the core of the artist’s oeuvre. The metamorphosis is endless: people become animals, animals become 
objects and objects become people again. This is only confirmed by the painter’s motto: “the artist celebrates 
freedom”. Nothing in Kanters’ art is what it seems… 
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225
Hans Kanters
(Amsterdam 1947)
Pas de Deux (2012)
Signed lower left
Oil on paper laid down on plastic sheet, 33.4 x 43.4 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 2.500 - 3.500 

224
Hans Kanters
(Amsterdam 1947)
Iron Lady
Signed lower right
Mixed media on paper, 34.3 x 16.6 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
Literature:
W. van der Beek, Hans Kanters, Hans Kanters, 2012, p. 152
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

222
Hans Kanters
(Amsterdam 1947)
Doorkijkje (Glimpse) 
Signed lower left
Oil on panel, 9.9 x 10.4 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 900 - 1.200 

223
Hans Kanters
(Amsterdam 1947)
Performance
Signed lower right
Oil on panel, 12.6 x 16.2 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

225

224

222

223
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228
William Klein
(New York City 1928)
Ping-Pong, Moscow, 1960 
Signed, titled and dated 1960 on the reverse
Printed later
Gelatin silver print, 20.6 x 30.7 cm (image size) / 
27.9 x 35.8 cm (sheet size)
€ 600 - 1.000 

229
William Klein
(New York City 1928)
Hat + 5 Roses, Paris 1956 (Vogue)
Signed and titled on the reverse
Printed later
Gelatin silver print, 40.3 x 30.1 cm
Literature & Exhibitions: 
- Vogue, Paris, May 1956, p. 58, as Chapeaux en Fleur
- The Hasselblad Center, William Klein, Gothenborg, 4 October 
- 18 November 1990
- M. Holborn, In & Out of Fashion: William Klein, Heidelberg, 
1994, p. 8-9, as Barbara Mullen, Paulette
- The J. Paul Getty Museum, Icons of Style: A Century of 
Fashion Photography, 26 June - 21 October 2018, p. 188, as 
“Vogue,” Chapeau 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

226
William Klein
(New York City 1928)
Kiev R.R. Station, Moscow, 1959
Signed, titled and dated 1959 on the reverse
Printed later
Gelatin silver print, 24.7 x 35.7 cm (image size) / 
30.5 x 35.6 cm (sheet size)
€ 600 - 1.000 

227
William Klein
(New York City 1928)
Bikini, Moskva River’s Beach, 1959
Signed, titled and dated 1959 on the reverse
Printed later
Gelatin silver print, 25.1 x 34.4 cm (image size) / 
30.4 x 40.4 cm (sheet size)
€ 600 - 1.000 229

226 227

228
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231
Inez van Lamsweerde & Vinoodh Matadin
(Amstelveen 1963 & Amsterdam 1961)
Anastasia, 1994
Signed, titled, numbered AP and dated 2010 on a cardboard 
on the backing
Pigment print, 34.4 x 30.4 cm (image size) / 39.8 x 35.3 cm 
(sheet size) 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

230
Bert Stern
(New York City 1929 - 2013)
MM What it’s all About
Signed, annotated Marilyn and numbered 15/25 lower centre
Monogrammed, dated 2012 and with copyright stamp on the 
reverse
Pigment print, 30.7 x 28 cm (image size) / 48.4 x 32.9 cm (sheet 
size)
Note:
Including a certificate of authenticity by the artist.
€ 600 - 1.000 

230

231
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Dutch photographer Erwin Olaf, born as Erwin Olaf 
Springveld, has been working in Amsterdam since 
the 1980s and is known for his stylised work that 
often explores issues of historical and contemporary 
importance. 

Olaf grew up in Hilversum and attended the Utrecht 
School of Journalism. Shortly after his graduation, Olaf 
focused briefly on documentary photography. Rather 
soon, he addressed himself to staged photography: a 
form of photography in which the photographer, like a 
director, stages everything in advance in order to have 
complete control over the way in which his or her idea 
is visualised. In the 1980s, Olaf was still deliberately 
searching to create the ultimate effect of shock, as 
he was able to capture in Squares (1984-1990) and 
Chessmen (1988). In these series, Olaf portrayed scenes 
of naked elderly people; small people; and extremely 
fat, naked women, often in bondage clothing. The 
subversive element took a prominent place in Olaf’s 
early work and led to the artist’s fame in his early career 
for his daring transgressive photography. Erwin Olaf 
received the prize for young European photographers 
for the 1988 Chessmen series. In 1985 his first photo 
books, City sights by Erwin Olaf, and Fragments from: 
The Amsterdam Dream Book by Guus Luijters were 
published. Much of his early work is included in the 1993 
photo book Joy. 
 
Besides fine photography, Olaf is active in the field 
of photojournalism. For example, Olaf has been 
commissioned to photograph advertising campaigns for 
large international companies such as Levi’s, Microsoft 
and Nokia. Pivotal to Olaf’s method is his staging of large-
scale images in a cinematic fashion with orchestrated sets 
and dramatic lighting. In the 1990s, Olaf made several 
other free series, including Blacks; Mind of their Own 
and the Patrick Bateman Girls, a series of five photos 
in which Olaf first used computer manipulation, inspired 
by Patrick Bateman, the main character from the movie 
American Psycho (1995); Mature (1999), Fashion Victims 
(2000) and Royal Blood (2000). 
In 1991 his first film, Tadzio, was released, which he made 
together with the painter F. Franciscus. The Paradise the 
Club series followed in 2001/2002 and the Separation 
series in 2002/2003.

Never shied away from controversy, Erwin Olaf’s 
work is often daring and provocative. For example, 
one can find a sense of wrangling in the Paradise 
Portrait series (2001) in which Olaf experimented 
with intimate studies of the human face (see lots 235 
& 236). Beautiful women and men offset humourless 
or grinning, freakily made-up clowns, expressions 
with such energy you can almost hear their cackles. 
Following the series Separation (2003) Olaf’s work 
became more nuanced. Themes such as vulnerability 
and loneliness took centre stage in his series Rain (2004), 
Hope (2005), Grief (2007), Fall (2008), Dusk (2009), Dawn 
(2010) and Hotel (2010). The accompanying exhibition 
was shown in the Hague Museum of Photography, the 
Secca Museum (North Carolina), the Forma Museum 
(Milan), the Institut Néerlandais (Paris), the Langhans 
Museum (Prague) and the Riding School (Moscow).

In addition to photography, video clips, short 
documentaries and films for children are part of Olaf’s 
oeuvre. Both his advertising photography and his 
autonomous work have been awarded several times. 
Olaf has won an American Lucie Award for his oeuvre 
and the Johannes Vermeer Prize in 2011. In 2014 he was 
appointed member of the Academy of Arts. 

Olaf’s work is included in various collections, including 
those of the Groninger Museum, the Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam, the Gemeentemuseum The Hague, and 
in important private collections of Elton John, Joop 
van Caldenborgh and Martin Margulies. In 2018, Olaf 
donated nearly five hundred works, his core collection, 
to the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. These were included 
in the national photo collection. Olaf celebrated 
his sixtieth birthday with a double exhibition at the 
Gemeentemuseum and the The Hague Museum of 
Photography. In 2019 he was appointed Knight in the 
Order of the Netherlands Lion.

“He is one of the most important photographers 

of the last quarter of the 20th century. Not only 

because he gave a face to gay emancipation, but also 

because his work is deeply rooted in visual Dutch art.” 

- Taco Dibbits, Director of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam

Erwin 
Olaf
1959

“I’m an aesthete.
 I don’t like reality”
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234
Erwin Olaf
(Hilversum 1959)
Chessman XXIV
Signed, titled, dated Amsterdam 1988, numbered 3/5 and 
annotated Voor Jan A. lower right
Signed, titled, dated Amsterdam 1988, numbered 3/5 and 
annotated Voor Jan Aarntzen on the reverse
Gelatin silver print mounted on aluminum, 100.1 x 100.1 cm
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

233
Erwin Olaf
(Hilversum 1959)
“Fashion Victims, Moschino”
Signed, titled, dated Amsterdam 2000 and numbered 3/10 on 
the reverse
C-print on dibond, 49.6 x 49.6 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

232
Erwin Olaf
(Hilversum 1959)
“Torso”
Signed, titled, dated 1990 Amsterdam and numbered 1/5 on 
the reverse
C-Print, 129.8 x 100.1 cm 
Note:
In the early 1990s the design firm Opera collaborated with 
photographer Erwin Olaf for the promotion of Het Zuidelijk 
Toneel. The controversial photos, including Torso, by Erwin 
Olaf and the distinct design of Opera at that time caused a lot 
of commotion and fame for Het Zuidelijk Toneel.
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

232 233

234
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236
Erwin Olaf
(Hilversum 1959)
Paradise Portraits, Thomas
Signed, titled, dated 2002 and numbered 8/10 on a label on 
the reverse
C-Print, colour metallic, 100.1 x 75.3 cm
Note:
The Dutch photographer Erwin Olaf is known for his stylised 
portraiture. The artist works between the worlds of both fine 
and commercial photography as well as photojournalism. 

In original velvet clamshell case, including a booklet, H. 65.4 x 
W. 52.8 x D. 3.5 cm
Provenance: 
- Reflex Modern Art Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
Never one to shy away from controversy, Erwin Olaf is often 
daring and provocative. For example, one can find a sense 
of wrangling in the Paradise Portraits series in which Olaf 
experimented with intimate studies of the human face. 
Beautiful women and men offset humourless or grinning, 
freakily made-up clowns, expressions with such energy you can 
almost hear their cackles.
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

235
Erwin Olaf 
(Hilversum 1959)
Paradise Portraits (2001) 
Portfolio case consisting of 8 prints mounted between 
aluminium and diasec:
Saskia
Harry
Edwin
Roy
Renee
Tabara
Geisha
Mieke
Each signed, dated 2001 and numbered 12/60 on the reverse, 
each 18 x 14.5 cm 

For example, Olaf has been commissioned to photograph 
advertising campaigns for large international companies such 
as Levi’s, Microsoft and Nokia. Pivotal to Olaf’s method is 
his staging of large-scale images in a cinematic fashion with 
orchestrated sets and dramatic lighting. Olaf’s practice often 
explores issues of historical and contemporary importance. 
His work, that has received many awards and has been 
exhibited around the world, can be found in the collections 
of the Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam), the Ludwig Museum 
(Cologne), and the Centraal Museum (Utrecht), among others.
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

235

236
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238
Erwin Olaf 
(Hilversum 1959)
Dawn Portfolio (from the Dusk & Dawn Series)
Portfolio consisting of 6 prints:
The Mother
Portrait 1
Portrait 2 
The Soldier
Still Life 1 
Still Life 2
Each signed, dated 2010 and numbered 3/15 on the reverse
Each mount signed, dated 2010 and numbered 3/15 lower left
Each 21 x 36 cm (photo) / 36.1 x43 cm (mount)
In original clamshell velvet portfolio case with a small print of 

Each 26 x 35.1 cm (photo) / 36 x43 cm (mount)
In original clamshell portfolio case with a small print of The 
Sunshine Boys on the cover, H.39 x W. 56 x D. 4.8 cm
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
De la Mar: 8 Classic Plays is a series in celebration of the 
reopening of the DeLaMar in Amsterdam. The theatre invited 
Erwin Olaf to create a photographic series featuring classic 
twentieth century plays. In his own inimitable manner, Olaf, 
known for his passion for flawlessly conceiving scenarios, made 
eight stills and portraits of imagined stage productions, setting 
them in an equally imagined DeLaMar theatre of the fifties. 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

237
Erwin Olaf 
(Hilversum 1959)
De la Mar: 8 Classic Plays (2009)
Portfolio consisting of 8 prints:
Angels in America
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf
A Streetcar Named Desire
The Sunshine Boys
Three Sisters
Amadeus
Cyrano
Waiting For Godot
Each signed, dated 2010 and numbered 2/15 on the reverse
Each signed, dated 2010 and numbered 2/15 lower left on the 
mount

The Soldier on the cover, H. 39.2 x W. 46.1 x D. 4.8 cm
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note:
Erwin Olaf’s two-part series Dusk and Dawn (2010) was shot 
in two contrasting halves. Dusk shows middle-class African 
Americans in early twentieth century settings and is shot in 
distinctively black-on-black. The Dawn series shows Russians 
pictured from the same era, in an extremely pale palette. 
Olaf claims he was inspired for Dusk and Dawn by the work 
of nineteenth century photographer Frances B. Dusk’s focus 
on African-American subjects is extended in Dawn, which 
centralises pale-skinned subjects in stark, blindingly white 
spaces.
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

237

238
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239
Annie Leibovitz 
(Waterbury 1949)
Lauren Grant - Florida
Signed, titled, dated 1999, numbered 11/25 and annotated 
white oak plantation in the lower margin
Archival pigment print, 104.6 x 83.7 cm (image size)
Provenance:
- Fahey/Klein Gallery, Los Angeles (Paris Photo)
- Private collection, the Netherlands
Note:
In original frame.
€ 7.000 - 10.000 

240
Helmut Newton
(Berlin 1920 - Los Angeles 2004)
Sumo (1999)
Hardcover oversized photography book, signed in blue pencil 
by Helmut Newton, and stamped with number 02177 (from a 
limited edition of 10.000) 
Published by Taschen, Monte Carlo, 1999
On a chromed metal bookstand designed by Philippe Starck
Book 71.4 x 51.3 cm 
Stand H. 75.4 x W. 54 x D. 56.5 cm
€ 1.750 - 2.250 

240

239
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242
Richard Prince
(Panama Canal Zone 1949)
Untitled (Cowboy)
Signed, numbered E/26 and dated ‘84 on the reverse
C-print, 58.9 x 40.7 cm (image size) / 61 x 50.9 cm (sheet size)
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
Note:
This work is from an edition of 26 lettered A-Z.
€ 15.000 - 25.000 

241
Richard Prince
(Panama Canal Zone 1949)
Untitled (Rolex)
Signed, numbered 6/10 and dated 1979 on the reverse
C-print, 39.7 x 58.4 cm (image size) / 50.8 x 61 cm (sheet size) 
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
€ 10.000 - 20.000 

241

242
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245
Nan Goldin
(Washington D.C. 1953)
Greer and Robert on the Bed NYC
Signed, titled, dated 1982 and numbered A.P. (from an edition 
of 25 + 3 E.A.) on the reverse
C-print, 65.3 x 97.7 cm (image size) / 69.6 x 101.5 cm (sheet 
size)
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
Literature:
- Nan Goldin, The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, New York, 
Aperture Foundation, 1986, ill. frontispiece
- Nan Goldin: I’ll Be Your Mirror, exhibition catalogue, New 
York, Whitney Museum of American Art, E. Sussman, 1991, p. 
176 & 177 (ill.)
€ 10.000 - 15.000 

244
Nan Goldin 
(Washington D.C. 1953)
Honeymoon Suite, Nürnberger Eck, Berlin, 1994
Signed on the reverse
C-print, 30.3 x 40.4 cm
Provenance:
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 5 December 2011, lot 76
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 500 - 1.000 

243
Nan Goldin
(Washington D.C. 1953)
Amanda at the Sauna, Hotel Savoy, Berlin
Signed, titled, dated 1993 and numbered A.P. on the reverse
C-print, 64.3 x 98.3 cm (image size) / 76.1 x 101.5 cm (sheet 
size)
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

243

244
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250
Nobuyoshi Araki
(Tokyo 1940)
Untitled (from Colourscapes) (1991)
Signed Arakiss and with drawing on the reverse
C-print on aluminium dibond, 120.6 x 89.5 cm
Provenance:
Private collection, Germany
Literature:
- Araki by Araki: The Photographer’s Personal Selection, 
1963–2002, London: Kodansha, 2003, p. 276
- Nobuyoshi Araki: Self, Life, Death, London, Phaidon, 2005, 
p. 322
- J. Sans, Araki, Cologne: Taschen, 2007, cover and p. 25
€ 15.000 - 25.000 

248
Nobuyoshi Araki
(Tokyo 1940)
Untitled (5x)
Each signed lower right
5 Unique Polaroid Type 600 prints, 10.7 x 9 cm
(5x)
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

249
Nobuyoshi Araki
(Tokyo 1940)
Untitled (5x)
Each signed lower right
5 Unique Polaroid Type 600 prints, 10.7 x 9 cm
(5x)
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

246
Nobuyoshi Araki
(Tokyo 1940)
Untitled (5x)
Each signed lower right
5 Unique Polaroid Type 600 prints, 10.7 x 9 cm
(5x)
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

247
Nobuyoshi Araki
(Tokyo 1940)
Untitled (5x)
Each signed lower right
5 Unique Polaroid Type 600 prints, 10.7 x 9 cm
(5x)
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

246 247

248 249

250 reverse

250
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253
Max Snow
(USA 1984)
Untitled
Signed and numbered 1/3 on the backing
Gelatin silver print, 60.9 x 50.8 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.000 

252
Max Snow
(USA 1984)
Untitled
Signed and numbered 1/3 on the backing
Gelatin silver print, 60.9 x 50.8 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.000 

251
Max Snow
(USA 1984)
Untitled
Signed and numbered 1/3 on the backing
Gelatin silver print, 60.9 x 50.8 cm
€ 1.500 - 2.000 

254
Max Snow
(USA 1984)
Untitled
Signed and numbered 1/3 on the backing
Gelatin silver print, 78.7 x 101.7 cm 
€ 6.000 - 8.000 

251
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257
Joseph Klibansky
(Kaapstad 1984)
“Amsterdam”
With signature and date 07 lower right
Signed, monogrammed, titled, dated 01-10-2008 
and numbered 5/25 on the reverse
Signed, monogrammed and titled on the stretcher
Mixed media on canvas, 145 x 145.2 cm
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

256
Dan Holdsworth
(Welwyn Garden City 1974)
California 01 (2004)
From an edition of 4 + 2 A.P.
C-print flush-mounted on aluminum, 51.8 x 63.3 cm
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
(c. 2006)
€ 800 - 1.200 

255
Daniel & Geo Fuchs 
(Alzenau 1966 & Frankfurt am Main 1969)
Famous Eyes “William Wegman” (Portrait of William Wegman)
Signed by both artists, titled, dated New York 2000 and 
numbered /12 on the reverse
C-print mounted on dibond, 50.1 x 60.1 cm
Provenance:
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 9 March 2010, lot 420
- Private collection, the Netherlands
€ 500 - 1.000 
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257





TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These terms and conditions apply to all auctions held by Arts & Anti-
ques Group, f.k.a. Glerum Kunst- en Antiekveilingen B.V. (hereinafter 
referred to as: ‘AAG’). Participants are informed at the beginning of an 
auction that these terms and conditions are applicable. Participation in 
an auction implies acceptance of these terms and conditions.

In these terms and conditions:

a. auction means a public auction sale of a lot;
b. lot means the item or set of items of movable property sold by auc-
tion under one number;
c. bid means the price offered by a bidder for a lot offered for sale at 
the auction;
d. bidder means anyone making a bid at the auction;
e. buyer means the bidder to whom a lot is knocked down;
f. knock-down means the statement by the auctioneer that a bid is 
accepted, as a result of which a contract of sale and purchase is con-
cluded between the consignor and the buyer;
g. consignor means the person who has consigned the lot to AAG for 
auction;
h. hammer price means the price at which the auctioneer knocks down 
a lot to the buyer;
i. purchase price means the hammer price plus buyer’s premium (inclu-
ding VAT) and, where appropriate, any resale royalty.
Depending on the hammer price the buyer will be charged the follo-
wing premium:
Up to € 20.000            29,6%
€ 20.001 - € 200.000   25%
From € 200.001           20%
All percentages are including VAT.

ARTICLE 1
1. Each bid shall be unconditional and irrevocable.
2. Anyone making a bid at an auction shall be deemed to be a bidder, 
even if the individual in question declares that he has not made a bid 
on his own behalf.
3. If a buyer has made a bid on behalf and at the expense and risk 
of one or more third parties, such third party/parties and the buyer 
shall be jointly and severally liable for the fulfilment of the obligations 
incumbent upon the buyer under these auction terms and conditions.

ARTICLE 2
1. AAG shall have the right to change the order in which the lots are 
sold, to combine or divide lots, to withdraw one or more lots, and to 
furnish additional or different information on the lots at the auction.
2. The auctioneer shall determine the bid increments; a new bid shall 
automatically increase the standing bid by the applicable bid incre-
ment.
3. The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse a bid without giving 
reasons, and to continue the bidding process.
4. The auctioneer shall have the right to make bids on behalf of pros-
pective buyers who are not at the auction.
5. The auctioneer’s decision made at the auction regarding any 
occurrence during the auction and regarding the interpretation or 
application of the auction terms and conditions shall, by way of a bin-
ding opinion, be absolute and final.

ARTICLE 3
1. AAG guarantees that each lot conforms with its description in the 
catalogue, except as expressly stated otherwise at the auction.
2. The buyer shall have the right to demand rescission of the sale and 
a refund of the purchase price if he satisfactorily demonstrates, within 
thirty (30) days of the auction date, that the lot is defective or that its 
description is incorrect to such an extent that if the buyer had been 
aware of the defects or incorrect description at the time of the auction, 
he would not have purchased the lot or would have purchased it only 
at a substantially lower price.
3. The buyer shall not have the aforesaid right if the defect or incorrect 
description is announced at the time of auction or has arisen after the 
knock-down.

ARTICLE 4
1. A lot shall be sold and title thereto shall pass to the buyer in the 
condition in which the lot is at the time of knock-down.
2. The lot shall be entirely at the buyer’s expense and risk from the time 
of knock-down.

ARTICLE 5
1. The lot shall be transferred to the buyer or the buyer’s representative 
after AAG has received the purchase price.
2. The purchase price must be paid to AAG within three days of the 
auction, failing which the buyer shall be required to pay the costs of 
transport, storage and insurance, plus interest at the rate of statutory 
interest. Such interest shall be calculated from the date of the auction 
until the date of payment in full.
3. AAG shall have the right to put items that have been sold but not yet 
collected into storage at the buyer’s expense after five working days.
4. If the buyer has not paid the (full) purchase price within thirty (30) 
days of the auction date, the buyer shall be in default and AAG shall 
have the right to take immediate action to recover the outstanding 
debt, or to consider the contract of sale and purchase cancelled and to 
sell the lot by auction or private treaty.
5. A defaulting buyer shall be liable for any loss or damage sustained 
by AAG as a result of a cancellation and sale as referred to above and 
shall not be entitled to any surplus arising from such sale.
6. Any costs reasonably incurred by AAG in connection with the 
non-fulfilment by the buyer of any obligation arising from these terms 
and conditions shall be payable by the buyer.

ARTICLE 6
In accordance with the margin scheme, VAT is charged only on the pre-
mium and any other charges. The purchase price referred to in these 
terms and conditions includes VAT on the premium. Buyers entitled to 
opt for application of the margin scheme may request that VAT also be 
charged on the hammer price. The hammer price of lots imported for 
auction from outside the European Union is always subject to VAT; the 
lots in question are marked in the auction catalogue with an asterisk (*).

ARTICLE 7
1. The legal relationship between the buyer(s) and AAG shall be gover-
ned by the laws of the Netherlands.
2. In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between the Dutch text 
and any translation of these terms and conditions or the auction cata-
logue, the Dutch text shall prevail.

ALGEMENE VEILINGVOORWAARDEN

Deze voorwaarden zijn van toepassing op alle veilingen van Arts & 
Antiques Group v/h Glerum Kunst- en Antiekveilingen B.V. (hier-
na ‘AAG’ genoemd). Een ieder die aan de veiling deelneemt, geeft 
daarmee te kennen dat hij de toepasselijkheid van deze voorwaarden 
aanvaardt. De toepasselijkheid van deze voorwaarden wordt bij aan-
vang van de veiling aan de deelnemer kenbaar gemaakt.
 
In deze algemene veilingvoorwaarden wordt verstaan onder:
a.  Veiling: de verkoop bij opbod van de kavel in het openbaar;
b.   Kavel: de roerende zaak of samenstelling van roerende zaken onder 

één nummer geveild;
c.   Bod: door een bieder op een in de veiling aangeboden kavel gebo-

den bedrag;
d.   Bieder: degene die in de veiling een bod uitbrengt;
e.   Koper: de bieder, aan wie een kavel wordt toegewezen;
f.   Toewijzing: de verklaring van de veilingmeester waardoor een bod 

wordt geaccepteerd en waardoor de koopovereenkomst tussen de 
inzender en de koper tot stand komt;

g.   Inzender: degene die aan AAG de kavel ter veiling heeft aangebo-
den;

h.   Hamerprijs: bedrag waarvoor de kavel door de veilingmeester aan 
de koper is toegewezen;

i.   Koopprijs: hamerprijs vermeerderd met een toeslag terzake van 
opgeld en BTW en, indien van toepassing, met verschuldigd vol-
grecht. Afhankelijk van de hoogte van het hamerbedrag wordt aan 
de koper opgeld in rekening gebracht als volgt: 
Tot € 20.000  29,6% (incl. 21% BTW) 
€ 20.001 - € 200.000 25% (incl. 21% BTW) 
Vanaf € 200.001 20% (incl. 21% BTW) 
In het opgeld is de daarover verschuldigde BTW verrekend.

ARTIKEL 1
1.   Elk bod is onvoorwaardelijk en onherroepelijk.
2.   Degene, die ter veiling een bod uitbrengt, wordt aangemerkt als 

bieder, ook als hij verklaart niet voor zichzelf te hebben geboden.
3.   Indien een koper heeft geboden op last of voor rekening en risi-

co van één of meerdere anderen is of zijn deze naast de koper 
hoofdelijk verbonden voor de op koper krachtens deze veilingvoor-
waarden rustende verplichtingen.

ARTIKEL 2
1.   AAG is gerechtigd de volgorde van de te veilen kavels te wijzigen, 

kavels samen te voegen dan wel te splitsen, één of meerdere kavels 
uit de veiling te nemen en tijdens de veiling over de kavels aanvul-
lende of afwijkende informatie te verschaffen.

2.   De veiling geschiedt in door de veilingmeester aan te geven steeds 
hogere biedstappen; door het uitbrengen van biedingen wordt het 
laatste bod automatisch verhoogd tot de volgende biedstap.

3.   De veilingmeester heeft het recht, zonder opgave van redenen een 
bod niet als zodanig te erkennen en het bieden te doen voortgaan.

4.   De veilingmeester is gerechtigd namens niet bij de veiling aanwezi-
ge gegadigden biedingen uit te brengen.

5.   Het oordeel van de veilingmeester omtrent alles wat zich tijdens 
de veiling voordoet en omtrent de uitleg of toepassing van de 
Algemene Veilingvoorwaarden tijdens de zitting is - bij wijze van 
bindend advies - beslissend.

ARTIKEL 3
1.   AAG staat er voor in, dat behoudens nadrukkelijke vermelding tij-

dens de veiling, elke kavel overeenstemt met de beschrijving ervan 
in de catalogus.

2.   Koper is gerechtigd ontbinding van de koop te vorderen en heeft 
recht op restitutie van de koopprijs, indien hij binnen 30 (dertig) 
dagen na de veiling deugdelijk aantoont dat de kavel zo ernstige 
gebreken vertoont of de verstrekte omschrijving zodanig onjuist is, 
dat indien deze gebreken of de onjuiste omschrijving aan de koper 
op het ogenblik van de veiling bekend waren geweest, hij van de 
koop zou hebben afgezien of slechts tegen een aanmerkelijk lagere 
prijs zou hebben gekocht.

3.   Koper heeft voormeld recht niet indien het gebrek of de onjuistheid 
van de beschrijving tijdens de veiling is kenbaar gemaakt of na het 
moment van toewijzing is ontstaan.

ARTIKEL 4
1.   Een kavel wordt verkocht en gaat over op de koper in de toestand 

waarin de kavel zich bevindt op het tijdstip van toewijzing.
2.   Vanaf het moment van toewijzing is de kavel onmiddellijk en geheel 

voor rekening en risico van de koper.

ARTIKEL 5
1.   De levering van de kavel aan de koper of diens gemachtigde vindt 

plaats nadat AAG de koopprijs heeft ontvangen.
2.   De koopprijs dient uiterlijk binnen drie dagen na de veiling aan 

AAG te zijn voldaan, bij gebreke waarvan de koper vergoeding is 
verschuldigd van de kosten van vervoer, opslag en verzekering, 
benevens een rente, gelijk aan de wettelijke rente. Deze rente 
wordt berekend vanaf de datum der veiling tot de dag der algehele 
voldoening.

3.   AAG heeft het recht om verkochte, niet afgehaalde goederen na 
vijf werkdagen op kosten van de koper in opslag te geven.

4.   Indien de koper 30 (dertig) dagen na de veiling de koopprijs niet 
of niet volledig heeft voldaan, is hij in gebreke en is AAG gerech-
tigd onmiddellijk invorderingsmaatregelen te treffen, dan wel de 
koopovereenkomst als ontbonden te beschouwen en de kavel, het-
zij openbaar, hetzij onderhands te verkopen.

5.   De nalatige koper is aansprakelijk voor de door AAG tengevolge 
van de ontbinding en verkoop als hiervoor bedoeld geleden scha-
de en heeft nimmer aanspraak op een meeropbrengst uit zodanige 
verkoop.

6.   Alle kosten die AAG redelijkerwijs heeft moeten maken terzake van 
het niet nakomen door koper van enige verplichting voortvloeiende 
uit deze voorwaarden zijn voor rekening voor koper.

ARTIKEL 6
BTW wordt met toepassing van de z.g. margeregeling slechts in reke-
ning gebracht over het opgeld en eventuele  overige kosten. In de 
koopprijs zoals bedoeld in deze voorwaarden is BTW over het opgeld 
reeds inbegrepen. Kopers die daarvoor in aanmerking komen kunnen 
verzoeken ook de hamerprijs in de heffing van BTW te betrekken. Bij 
de kavels, die ter veiling zijn ingevoerd in de Europese Unie, wordt de 
hamerprijs steeds in de heffing van BTW betrokken; de betreffende 
kavels zijn in de veilingcatalogus aangeduid met (*).  

ARTIKEL 7
1.   Op de rechtsbetrekking tussen de koper(s) en AAG is Nederlands 

recht van toepassing.
2.   Bij verschillen tussen de Nederlandse tekst en enige buitenlandse 

vertalingen van deze voorwaarden of van de veilingcatalogus is de 
Nederlandse tekst beslissend.

Veilinghuis AAG is een door de Federatie van Taxateurs, Makelaars en Veilinghouders geregistreerd veilingbedrijf.
Deze voorwaarden zijn gedeponeerd bij de Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken voor Amsterdam 

met ingang van 9 januari 2004 onder nr.: 27127302
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Ondergetekende verklaart akkoord te zijn met de veilingvoorwaarden The undersigned agrees to the conditions of sale

Naam (dhr/mw) | Name (mr/mrs)  ________________________________________________________________________________

Adres | Address   ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Postcode | Code   ________________________ Plaats | City/Country  __________________________________________________

Telefoon | Phone  ______________________________________________________________________________________________
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E-mail  ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Handtekening | Signature  ______________________________________________________________________________________

  
Lot no. Omschrijving | Description Maximum bedrag | bid in €
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Kopers wordt geadviseerd schriftelijke biedingen tijdig te versturen per 
fax 020 - 301 2960 of e-mail info@veilinghuisaag.com

Buyers are advised to send their absentee bids in time by 
fax +31 20 - 301 2960 or email info@aagauctioneers.com


